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Despite Explanations, Raises Breed Discontent
In comparing their 2 percent raises to the faculty’s 7-10 percent raises, some staff members feel the justifications senior staff have offered for the disparity disrespect and undervalue their work and commitment.
MARIKA GARLAND
ERIN MERSHON
and DAVID McCABE

Salary Pool Increase Eight-Year History
8
Faculty

7

Percentage Salary Pool Increase

The unsigned letter, typed in a
clean sans-serif, is four pages long. It is
dated March 2, 2012 and addressed to
the chair of the Kenyon College Board
of Trustees, Barry Schwartz.
And it is to the point. The second
sentence of the second paragraph of
the message, which the Collegian has
confirmed was written by a College
staff member, reads as follows: “As an
employee associated with the College
for nearly two decades, I have never felt
the campus awash in a current of such
utter negativity.
“[I]t is vital for you to comprehend
the extent of the issue at hand: resentment is boiling among the staff and
administrators of the College,” the
writer continues, “and ill will is festering among even your most loyal and
dedicated employees.”
Nine days before the letter was
written, President S. Georgia Nugent
stood in Peirce Pub and explained to a
group of about 75 staff members why
they were receiving a raise worth 2 percent of their salaries when the faculty
received raises worth 7-10 percent of
theirs.
“Students don’t choose Kenyon for
the president, or the registrar, or even
business services. … They come here
for the faculty,” she said. The registrar
was in the room, sitting alongside colleagues from Admissions, Housing
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The graphic above displays a historical summary of faculty, exempt administration and nonexempt administration pay
raises for the last 10 years. The year 2009-10 requires further explanation. The data shows that faculty received a 0.59 percent raise when administration received none. In fact, about 20 to 25 faculty members are scheduled for yearly reviews
that make them eligible for merit raises; this merit pool typically ranges from 0.5 percent to 1.2 percent depending on
the number of faculty up for review. That pool is included in the data in this chart and it is reflected in that statistic. Only
those faculty up for review received any raise that year.
and Residential Life and Athletics.
The luncheon and the letter are pivotal elements of an ongoing battle between an administration that says Kenyon will suffer if faculty salaries cannot
compete with our peer institutions and

staff members who say they feel disrespected by the compensation changes
and the way they have been justified.
Of the 12 staff departments that responded to Collegian inquiries, members of 10 mentioned that either they

or some of their colleagues were upset
by the discrepancy in raises.
Explaining the Decision
Most Kenyon staff first learned of
their 2 percent raise in a Kenyon Today
email sent in the second week of Febru-

ary. The email announced the raise, explained the decision and commended
both the faculty and staff.
Some staff called the email an inappropriate way to present such controversial news.
“It’s always difficult to read major
news like that over email without having a conversation,” said Humanities
Librarian Nina Clements.
When she first heard of the raise,
Alice Straus ’75, administrative assistant in Admissions, sent a five-page
letter to Nugent detailing her concerns
and outlining other paths the College
could have taken. Her letter prompted
Nugent to plan a presentation for the
next employee gathering, the aforementioned luncheon in the Peirce Pub,
sponsored by the Presidential Advisory
Communication Team (PACT) on
Feb. 21.
Nugent finished her presentation
on the new compensation packages and
took the few questions that were posed
to her.
Then, after some polite clapping,
“It got really quiet,” according to an
exempt employee of the College who
asked to remain anonymous for fear of
losing his employment.
“I think people were stunned,” said
another exempt employee of the College who cited the same concerns.
“What I was trying to do was explain,” Nugent said of her discussion at
the luncheon. “… We felt our best effort,
see pages 2 & 3

Three Qualify for AVI Considers Limiting Reusable Cups
to cut costs and produce a smaller ecologiOlympic Trials Incalorder
footprint, AVI is discussing a cutback.
When the grueling, fourday NCAA Division III
Championship meet was
over, most of the Lords and
Ladies began packing their
bags to return to Kenyon.
But seven of them —five men
and two women — stayed
behind. They were looking
to an even bigger championship: the Olympic Games.
Curtis Ramsey ’13,
Ian Stewart-Bates ’13, Ian

Bakk ’12, Hillary Yarosh
’14, Zachary Turk ’12, David Somers ’12 and Hannah
Saiz ’13 swam the next day
in time trials, attempting to
qualify for the Olympic trials in Nebraska on June 25 —
and three of them succeeded.
Now Turk, Somers and Saiz
are poised to compete in
the most legendary sporting
event in the world. If any of
them swim fast enough to
see OLYMPICS, page 19

Pages 10 & 11
Senior Art Majors
exhibit in Gund Gallery
for the first time.

JULIE FRANCE
Students use Peirce’s paper cups to hold everything
from tea or coffee to lasagna.
Despite their popularity,
however, AVI is considering
drastically limiting their supply for next year.
“It’s just an idea that’s
been thrown around because
there has been, approximately, a 19 percent increase in
the cost of paper products
this year,” said Chair of the

“

“

LILI MARTINEZ

We’ve just been a little unique in having these paper products, but it’s just
a waste.
Damon Remillard

Housing and Dining Committee Rachel Walsh ’12.
This increase is not necessarily because students are
drinking more hot beverages. AVI Resident Director Damon Remillard estimated that 17 percent of the

increase is attributable to increased paper cup use, since,
according to Walsh, students
are using them for other purposes than beverages.
Last year, AVI took away
disposable cold cups. “The
hope was that it would save

IN THIS ISSUE

not only money, but resources, because you are throwing away all that paper every
day,” Remillard said. “Unfortunately, what we’ve seen
is just a lot more of the tumblers get taken out and not
replaced.”
Despite the increase in
paper cup costs and the risk
of losing more plastic cups
and mugs, AVI will still most
likely proceed with the cut
in the quantity of paper hot
cups. “We’ve just been a little
unique in having these paper
see AVI, page 7
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KCDC’s Icarus and
Aria reinvents a classic
play.

Land Lords serve an
inventive meal with
local, invasive plants.
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Athletics
Head Football Coach | $73,155
Women’s Basketball Coach | $67,790

Business and
Administration
Information Technology
Network Administrator | $40,003
Catalog Librarian | $34,875

Academic Affairs

Accountant | $40,003
Catalog Librarian | $34,875

Student Affairs

Reference Librarian | $51,734
Catalog Librarian | $34,875

Counselor | $46,790
Study Abroad Adviser | $41,468

Disparate raises spark
controversy, discussion
continued from page 1

the best way to communicate
would be to be factual and explain the reasoning. And I think
in the end that is not what people
wanted to hear.”
Despite the tepid reaction
some staff members described,
Nugent was initially optimistic.
“I would have said it was very
positive,” she said. “I know that a
number of people who were there
said that.”
For some staff members,
however, the lunchtime presentation only fueled discontent.
“People were like, ‘Oh, that’s
not fair,’ and then when they
heard the reasoning behind it
that was given, they were like,
‘Oh, that’s really not fair,’” said an
exempt employee who also asked
to remain anonymous.
Since that meeting, the entire
senior staff team has worked to
explain the rationale behind the
decision to increase staff pay in
memos, meetings and discussions
with their employees. Just this
Tuesday, Provost Nayef Samhat
called a meeting of administrative assistants to discuss the issue.
“There has been much distress among our senior staff that
this decision has been misunderstood and many ensuing discussions regarding other ways to
show appreciation for all Kenyon
employees,” said Jennifer Cabral,
director of human resources, in
an email.
In the initial announcement
and in the later luncheon, Nugent justified the sizeable faculty
raises to keep the College competitive in attracting the best faculty. The issue is not new; nearly
15 years ago, the trustees made
faculty salaries a main priority.
“We responded via our most
recent budget action to the
Board’s long-held objective to
attract and retain the best possible faculty,” Schwartz said in an
email.
The goal since then has been
to keep faculty salaries in the top
quintile of comparable salaries
across the country. Since 2004’05, data from the American Association of University Professors
has shown that faculty salaries for
assistant and associate professors

here are falling below that benchmark.
Before these raises, salary was
a significant factor in several candidates’ decisions not to join the
Kenyon faculty, Samhat said.
This year, by comparison,
each of the College’s seven searches for faculty has resulted in a hire
of a top candidate. “We were very
successful,” Samhat said.
“There have been searches
in recent years where we’ve been
unable to hire anybody,” said Jay
Corrigan, chair of the economics department. “Whether that’s
because of salary or whether it
was because of something else, we
don’t know, because when people
turn us down we generally don’t
know the reasons behind it. This
year we did really well.”
Some staff members, however, felt that when senior staff
explained that low compensation
hinders faculty searches, they implied that similar problems did
not plague staff searches.
But salary issues are often
brought up early in discussions
with candidates for staff positions because Kenyon is not always sure it can be competitive in
that area, according to Dean of
Students Hank Toutain.
“When I was hired, they
made sure I knew the salary range
before I came, because often
when people find out what the
salary is, they aren’t interested in
the job anymore,” Clements said.
Another divisive justification
for the discrepancy in raises is
that faculty are hired in national
searches, whereas staff — at least
those at midlevel and below —
are recruited regionally or locally.
For those staff members
whose positions, even at midlevel,
were recruited at the national level, the implication felt like a blow,
according to an anonymous exempt employee.
“There’s no way we would
be recruiting locally or even regionally only,” Toutain said of
the Student Affairs staff searches. He clarified that although a
secretarial position might draw
more local applicants, coaches
and administrators in Housing
and Residential Life, Student Activities, Multicultural Affairs and
Career Development, among
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gent used a hospital metaphor
On March 27, as the discus- tito explain the decisions. The sion continued, Nugent sent an tude that
Sources: Data for the figures above comes
faculty, she said, are like doctors email to all employees of the Col- goes along
from several sources, including anand the staff are like nurses: doc- lege.
with it that I’m
nual reports listed by the College and
University Professional Association
tors have advanced degrees that
“I have been very distressed unhappy about. It’s
for Human Resources. Director
require years of extra schooling in recent days to learn that some not the Kenyon I wantof Human Resources Jennifer
and will always earn more mon- staff members believe that the ed to come work for.”
Cabral and Associate Vice
ey than the nurses even though salary pools for this year con“A lot of people are just like,
President for Finance
both roles are equally important veyed a message that only faculty ‘What next?’” an exempt emTeri Blanchard
to the hospital.
members are valued,” she wrote. ployee said. “What can anyone
provided the other
For staff members in the au- “… That is simply not true.
do that’s going to make a differdata presented
dience that day, the comparison
“It seems that my discussing ence at this point?”
above.
instantly seemed flawed.
budgeting decisions with staff
When 2 Percent Isn’t Enough
With
“Nurses are the people on members at the recent PACT
Some staff members have no- the $4,000 inhand 24 hours a day,” the anon- lunch may have led to misinter- ticed the raise discrepancy every- crease, “when the
ymous author of the letter to pretations,” Nugent wrote.
where from the gas pump to the faculty [go] to the
Schwartz wrote. “They’re the
“[The email] riled people up grocery store.
gas pump, it’s not a probones who respond immediately even more,” said an exempt em“Two percent is less than $40 lem,” said Fine Arts Librarin times of crises; they manage ployee quoted earlier.
a month. That doesn’t fill up my ian Carmen King, who serves as
relationships with patients and
“It’s more than just the sal- gas tank one time,” said the non- Co-Chair of PACT with Carol
their families.”
ary,” Straus said. “… It’s more the exempt employee quoted earlier.
Duvall, executive assistant to the
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“Exempt” vs. “Nonexempt”

Budgeted Expenses by Type
Approved by the Board of Trustees for 2011-12

Financial Aid (23.1%)

Other Expenses (31.7%)

Personnel Related (45.2%)

$105,761,000
chief business officer. “But when
a [staff member earning significantly less] a month goes to the
gas pump and tries to fill up a
tank and gas is a dollar more per
gallon, that [has] a big impact on
the [staff member].”
Some staff members have
even had to take on second jobs
to make ends meet.
“I was a little shocked that
they think we should be happy
with a 2 percent raise when others on campus are getting way
more than that,” said the nonexempt employee quoted earlier,
who has taken on a second job.
The College feels the same
pinch of rising prices, according
to Nugent.
“We don’t get any special discount on the gas that powers the
many trucks and other vehicles
around campus, or on the food in
Peirce for our ‘family’ of 1,600,”
she said in an email. “Price rises
that affect the budgets of individual consumers affect the budgets
of institutional consumers in just
the same way.”
Several other College staff
members noted that the inequality in raises has heightened the
feeling that staff are overworked
and undercompensated. Barb
Dupee, a former administrative
assistant for the English department, said she retired last year
because her workload was too
heavy.
“[Administrative staff are] all
hard workers, and the College
takes advantage of those kinds of
people,” she said. “They just exploit the talent and they don’t pay
them a decent wage.”
Many staff members had
hoped to see at least a cost of living raise in their paychecks this
year, especially given the large
raises for the faculty. Calculating
the exact change in cost of living
is difficult; the Consumer Price
Index increased by 3.56 percent
last year, according to College
fiscal year estimates provided by
Teri Blanchard, associate vice
president for finance. Based on
January and February of this
year, it is on track to increase by
1.2 percent in 2012.
The tumultuous economy

has some more worried than ever
about keeping their jobs. For that
reason, many of the staff members who spoke with the Collegian requested anonymity. (Ed.
Note: There are a total of five employees quoted anonymously in this
article.)
Many suggested that few
staff members have approached
Nugent or other senior staff
with their concerns because the
College uses at-will employment
contracting. As for all employees
across the state of Ohio, “your
employment can be terminated
with or without cause, and with
or without notice, at any time, at
the option of either Kenyon College or yourself, except as otherwise provided by law,” according
to Kenyon’s administration and
staff handbook.
“If we cause too much friction or say things that the administration doesn’t like, there is a
chance [we might be fired],” said
the nonexempt employee quoted
earlier.
Other employees attributed
the hushed attitude to a lack of
efficacy.
“I don’t believe people are
afraid to speak out,” said Pamela
Sheasby, administrative assistant
to the departments of modern
languages and literatures and religious studies. “I feel that perhaps
there’s nothing more they can do.
They feel their hands are tied —
the decision has been made.”
Nugent was quick to point
out that the College has never
retaliated against an employee
as feared. “We would never just
fire somebody for no reason,” she
said.
Some of those employees
most vocal on the issue of staff
compensation have worked at the
College for more than 15 years.
Many said this issue has compromised the familial feeling that
drew them to Kenyon.
According to Nugent, however, that longevity could influence employees’ perceptions of
their work environment.
“If this is the only place you’ve
worked, you really don’t have a
good sense of what’s going on
in other workplaces,” she said.

3

“If you talk to people who have
come to Kenyon more recently,
they are thrilled to be employed
by Kenyon.”
In Pursuit of Other Options
Employees dissatisfied with
the employment options see several possibilities. Some, including
the author of the anonymous letter to Schwartz, predicted a flood
of resignations at the end of this
year.
“I wouldn’t be surprised if
people leave because they don’t
feel appreciated, because no one
wants to work somewhere they
aren’t appreciated,” said an exempt employee quoted earlier.
“I don’t think the faculty is
as mobile as the College is arguing they are, and I think they are
going to find out that the staff is
more mobile than the College
thinks they are,” Straus said.
The College’s Safety officers
may pursue a different tactic in
the future. They are currently
considering unionization, according to Director of Campus
Safety Bob Hooper.
Though she praised the
unions that represent Kenyon’s
AVI employees and maintenance
employees, Nugent expressed
concern at the idea of unionization.
“Philosophically, it does
seem to me that the fundamental premise of a union is in many
ways a controversial one [in
which] inevitably, staff members
are somehow pitted against managers,” she said. “I don’t believe
that. I think we’re all engaged in
the same project.”
PACT: A voice for the staff?
As co-chairs of PACT, King
and Duvall are supposed to have
Nugent’s ear. But when they
want to communicate with the
president, they are encouraged to
email her assistant, Robin Goodstein.
This policy highlights what
some staff members see as the
problem with PACT: it is designed to act as the voice of College staff members, but it is frequently left unheard.
“We really don’t have any
power to say, ‘This was wrong,’”
King said. “All we could do is just

channel to her the remarks from
people.”
Still, Nugent said PACT
serves as a useful channel of communication. In fact, she said,
“Anyone can email me anytime.”
With an issue as contentious
as compensation, PACT is often seen as the only place that
staff members can go with concerns. Unfortunately, however,
PACT has no governing power
to achieve the change people seek.
“I had about a dozen people
worried,” King said. “Just about
every member of PACT had
people come to them. … It’s hard,
during a controversial year, to be
chair of this, because everyone
thinks you can make a change.
We serve at the pleasure of the
president.”
Good Will Between Faculty
and Staff
Staff resentment does not
seem to target faculty. Staff members agree that professors deserve
the raises they received.
“I would say everybody at Kenyon … deserves a raise,” Professor of Mathematics Judy Holdener said. “But … you have to look at
what we need to do to stay competitive. … I think it’s the right
decision, and not because I’m a
faculty member. I want to be able
to attract top faculty members. …
I want good colleagues.”
Despite the significant difference between raises, neither
faculty nor staff have noticed tension between the two employee
groups.
Senior Staff Look Outside
for Help
In the midst of staff response
to the raises, senior staff members announced their decision to
bring in an outside consultant to
analyze staff salaries, a move some
staff members have described as a
diversionary tactic.
“The reason we’re inviting
someone to come in is to say, ‘We
need to look at other cohorts at
the College to see how we’re doing and to see, perhaps, what we
ought to do differently,’” Toutain
said.
Still, some staff remain
doubtful that the outside consultant will change anything.

To put it simply, exempt employees are salaried employees. Nonexempt employees are paid by the hour.
These specific terms come from the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA), a federal labor law, which establishes regulations for and the
application of overtime, minimum wages, child labor protection laws
and the Equal Pay Act.
All employees governed by the FLSA are either “exempt” or
“nonexempt,” a distinction based on whether they are entitled for
overtime pay. Nonexempt employees are eligible for overtime pay,
while exempt employees are not. Typically, this status depends on salary, how employees are paid and the type of work. To qualify for an
exemption, an employee must make at least $23,600 per year; receive
pay on a salary basis; and perform executive, professional or administrative duties. Such duties include regularly supervising two or more
other employees, serving in a management position as a primary job
duty and some involvement in the job statuses of other employees.
An exempt employee has virtually “no rights at all” under the
FLSA overtime rules, according to the FLSA website.
Nonexempt employees are authorized to time and one-half their
regular rate for each overtime hour they work under the regulations.
“We’re doing this comparison
survey, but it’s hard to feel certain
that it won’t be guided in a such a
way to create the results that will
confirm the narrative we’ve already been told,” said an exempt
employee who was quoted earlier.
Finally Finding the Money
Many staff members still
don’t understand where the
money for such substantial faculty raises came from. According to Nugent, after the College
finished funding construction
projects including two new art
buildings, there was extra money
in the budget to accomplish the
long-term goal of raising faculty
salaries.
“We thought the timing and
the general economic outlook
and the fact that the College is
finishing up these building projects made it so that we could have
the opportunity to make a real
gain here,” said Vice President for
Library and Information Services Ron Griggs, who sits on senior
staff.
The trustees didn’t officially
approve faculty or staff raises until their meeting in February, but
senior staff members discussed
the issue at length during their
August 2011 retreat. King was
present at the first day of the retreat to speak for PACT, but staff
members have no direct advocate
on senior staff.
The faculty, on the other
hand, have representatives in the
provost and associate provosts. “I
also take responsibility for [the
decision] because I’m leading the
faculty,” Samhat said. “As head
of this division, I believe I was a
strong advocate on behalf of faculty salaries.”
Senior staff believe they have
everyone’s best interests at heart,
whether or not each employee
group has a representative. “The
[senior staff] around the table
believe it’s their responsibility to
represent the whole institution,”
Toutain said.
“A lot of other institutions
like us have reduced staff or cut
hours or benefits, and the senior
staff at Kenyon has tried successfully over the course of the years
… to [avoid] that, to make sure

that people’s economic compensation at least maintains pace,”
said Professor of History Jeff
Bowman, chair of the faculty.
Kenyon’s benefits for employees include health insurance,
childcare, retirement funds and
tuition reimbursement. Using
the CPI as a measure of inflation,
the staff’s 2 percent raise keeps up
with the cost of living increase,
according to Blanchard.
“I know that a 2 percent raise
doesn’t sound like a lot, because
it isn’t, but in the world of higher
education that’s actually … about
the standard,” Griggs said.
For many, though, what
stood out about the decision was
not the size of the staff’s raise on
its own but in comparison to the
faculty’s 7-10 percent raise.
“No decision is easy,” Griggs
said. “We assumed there would
be a possibility that someone
could feel really hurt by it. … It
would be difficult to advance the
institution if you had to say, ‘Everyone has to have the same raise.’
You make compensation based
on what you need in order to be
competitive.”
Moving Forward with Damaged Pride
The anonymous letter to
Schwartz concludes with a dire
sketch of a college on the brink.
“But your actions, and the
words of senior staff, have damaged our pride, made us feel irrelevant to the mission of the College, and begun to significantly
undermine the good will of this
community,” it read.
In her office, Nugent acknowledged possible hurt feelings but stood behind her decision.
“I’m not in any way belittling
this concern,” she said. “I certainly am upset if people feel they
are not appreciated here and we
don’t recognize how much they
contribute. That’s very upsetting.
Our employees received a wage
that’s commensurate with what
most Americans are receiving.
It’s hard to be terribly upset about
that, but I realize some people
are.”
Additional reporting by Rosalyn Aquila.
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News Brief

March 28 - April 4

Phi Kappa Sigma Hosts Interview Skills Workshop

March 28, 4:40 p.m. —Vehicle accident: damage to one vehicle due to fallen tree
from high winds.
March 29, 12:42 a.m. — Intoxicated student: student in Caples Residence Hall assessed by Safety officer.
March 29, 8:48 p.m. — Theft/larceny: report of stolen money in Peirce Hall. Safety
officers contacted and report made.
March 29, 10:22 p.m. — Drugs/paraphernalia: student in Mather Residence Hall
in possession of drugs/paraphernalia. Confiscated by Safety officer.
March 31, 4:15 p.m. — Theft/larceny: wallet stolen from Ganter Price Hall. Turned
in to Campus Safety with money missing.
March 31, 10:49 p.m. — Intoxicated student: student in Mather Residence Hall
assessed by Safety officers. Transported by squad to Knox Community Hospital
for treatment.

The brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma hosted an interview skills and resume-building
workshop led by Scott Ford ’85 on Saturday, March 31. Ford, the Human Resource
Manager for University Circle Inc. in Cleveland, Ohio, has offered this workshop
in conjunction with the fraternity for several years. About a dozen students attended, including non-fraternity members. Ford advised students to use active phrasing
and tailor resumes for individual positions.
“[Ford] provided valuable insights as to how to sell yourself instead of listing all
the things that you do [on your resume],” New Member Educator for Phi Kappa
Sigma Tommy Brown ’13 said.
This workshop differed from workshops the Career Development Office offers,
according to Brown. “[Ford] is not a career counselor. He is not a guy that is doing
this for his job; he is doing it because of his job,” he said. “He is doing it from his
own experience because this is something he has been doing for over 20 years.”
—Grace Hitzeman

Student Council

Village Council

Sunday, April 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Monday, April 2

Newly-elected Student Council members attended this meeting to begin
training.
Campus Senate is discussing the new Sexual Misconduct Policy.
The First Year Council video game tournament was held on Wednesday,
April 4. Student Council partnered with Community Advisors, who sold
quesadillas at the tournament to raise money for Relay For Life.
The Sophomore Class Council will sell T-shirts and pinnies in Peirce
Hall to raise money for their class.
Junior Class Council discussed plans for a barbeque.
Senior Class Council is planning Senior Week.
Greek Council is planning Greek Week.
The Academic Affairs Committee will hear the 11th case of plagiarism
this year in the upcoming week. Because this number is so high, the
Committee is working to reduce cases of plagiarism. Possible solutions
include anything from a more lenient policy to Upper Class Counselors
discussing plagiarism with their first-year advisees.
Campus Safety has allocated at least $500 in extra funds for Sendoff and
may allocate $2,000 more in the future.
Dean of Students Hank Toutain, the Collegian and Student Council have
begun discussing a new budgeting contract between the Business and
Finance Committee, the Collegian and the College. Student Council is in
favor of the changes discussed, but still has questions about the specifics
of the arrangement. Discussions will continue through the remainder of
the semester.
Five positions are still open after the Student Council elections.
• Members suggested placing Andrew Gabel ’15 in the position of
communications director. First Year Class President Damaris Garduno ’15
also volunteered for the position.
• The position of chair of Buildings and Grounds may go to Michael
Marting ’14.
• There were no suggestions for the positions of senior class representative
to Student Council, senior class representative to Senate or junior class
president.
• No positions have been assigned, and Student Council will take up the
issue again next week.
The Student Council subcommittee on Sendoff was unable to meet with
administrators as planned on Wednesday night due to the power outage.
The outdoor liquor license for Sendoff, however, was extended through
Saturday, April 28.
That Saturday may be a festival to which students 21 and over can bring
their own alcohol, with a fenced-in setup similar to last year’s event.
Saturday’s activities will be student-run, and the subcommittee is
currently soliciting student groups to help with its efforts.
The subcommittee is working with Tacci Smith, associate dean of
students, as a liaison with the Greek community to ensure that Greek
organizations do not bear full responsibility for Saturday’s events.
The subcommittee is also planning a positive media campaign to
discourage students from skipping class on Friday, April 27.
• Members hope that with a viable Saturday option in place students will
be less inclined to skip class.
Student Council passed the Business and Finance Committee’s
supplemental budget allocations.
The BFC denied Environmental Campus Organization (ECO) $18,000
for a last-minute speaker because the plan seemed underdeveloped and
there was no representative from the group at the meeting to explain.
Student Lectureships received funding to bring Shaka Smart ’99, the
Virginia Commonwealth University basketball coach who played point
guard for Kenyon during his four years here, to campus.
The Outdoors Club received funding for transportation and lodging for
an outdoor first-aid trainer, but the BFC is not subsidizing the cost of the
trainer.

—Grace Hitzeman

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Council approved March 5 meeting minutes and bills paid.
Erin Salva, coordinator of disability services for Kenyon, presented Council with the
College’s new safety guidelines for Segway use on campus.
• Salva affirmed that all Segways must be registered with Campus Safety, which will
approve registrations only for students who need the vehicles for medical
reasons.
• Council raised the issue of sidewalk use. Salva said Segways on campus will be
treated like wheelchairs, which are not forbidden from sidewalks like bikes
and skateboards. Under Kenyon’s policy, however, Segways are not to cross
Ohio State Route 229 at any time.
A Village resident presented Council with a proposal for a “Dog-A-Palooza” next fall.
The event will be open to the Gambier community and is designed to give students
who miss their pets at home the opportunity to interact with the canine residents of
Gambier. The resident requested the use of the Gambier Community Center for the
event, and Council agreed.
Mayor Kirk Emmert reported to Council:
• The Village will not know its exact percentages for water loss until the water
company sends the next bill. Based on monthly data for the number of gallons coming in from Mount Vernon each day, water loss seems to be down
significantly from last year.
• The Village has adopted Blackboard Connect, a notification system that Kenyon
already uses. Village residents may sign up for emergency and/or non-emergency emails and text messages from the system. The system should be fully
functional by April 10.
• The Village has redesigned its website. Emmert asked Council to approve these
changes and authorize payment to the web designer.
Village Administrator Suzanne Hopkins reported to Council:
• The annual Earth Day Challenge will occur on Sunday, April 22. Runners will pass
through Gambier between 8:00 and 9:00 a.m.
• The Village will be picking up piles of sticks around town on Monday, April 9 and
Monday, April 16.
• Small’s Sand and Gravel will provide an estimate for installing a guard rail at the turn
on Scott Lane, which is currently a safety hazard.
• Hopkins presented Council with materials and costs for a 16’-by-16’ shelter in the
dog park. The Gambier maintenance crew will build the shelter and install
a metal roof on the concession stand.
Council Member Tom Stamp reported to Council:
• The Buildings and Grounds Committee discussed the issue of residents driving cars
through the park to get closer to the trail or baseball field. Signs are in place,
but people appear to be ignoring them. Council discussed snow fences as a
temporary solution and hedges or bushes as a more permanent barrier.
• Kenyon has picked a design for the new campus trash cans and will be presenting to
the Buildings and Grounds Committee later this month.
Council Member Audra Cubie reported to Council:
• The Village Light Walk will be April 16 at 8:00 p.m.
• Construction will continue on Woodside Drive to Acland Street sidewalks.
• Brooklyn Street will be narrowed to slow down traffic and help with new sidewalk 		
placement.
• Council approved an expenditure of $12,000 to Agri-Sludge, Inc. to haul 250,000 		
gallons of sludge from the Wastewater Treatment Plant this spring and next fall.
• Council approved an expenditure of $2,540 to N.P. Dory and Co. for guardrail 		
construction on Scott Lane.
• Council approved an expenditure of $1,800 to Quay Construction to repair a driveway and sidewalk damaged during Village waterline repairs.
• Council approved an expenditure of up to $1,500 for Village website design.
• Council approved a proposal from Small’s Sand and Gravel to replace the three-inch
forced sewer main from Ward St. Lift Station to a manhole on Ward Street
for $9,500.
• Council approved the plans from Bird and Bull, Inc. for a parking lot at the Gambier
Community Park at 115 Meadow Lane. Council has put the project up for
bid.

—August Steigmeyer
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Students Wear Hoodies As Part of National Protest
LILIANA MARTINEZ
Most days, wearing a
hooded sweatshirt means it is
a particularly cold morning.
Last Friday, March 30,
however, this outfit choice
represented much more. In an
effort to send a message of solidarity to the family of Trayvon Martin, who was wearing a hoodie when he died,
Tess Waggoner ’13 organized
Hoodie Day, a last-minute social justice event. Waggoner
intended to make a gesture
toward the family of a teenager whose controversial death
has captivated the nation.
Waggoner “noticed a void
in the discourse on campus
… there seemed to be a lot
of people who weren’t even
aware of a lot of these raciallycharged incidents that were
all over the news I was consuming,” she said. “It was very
impulsive.”
Participation on the day
was hard to gauge, especially
since last Friday morning was
chilly, Waggoner said. “Some
people just wear hooded
sweatshirts because they like
hooded sweatshirts,” she said.
“It was a kind of cold morning, so it’s hard to know [what
turnout was], but people definitely noticed and people
knew people were wearing
hoods for a reason.” Waggoner also collected a total of
172 signatures in support of
the End Racial Profiling Act
of 2011.
Despite its last-minute na-

ture, the hoodie event caused
controversy online. The Kenyon Observer, a biweekly
publication that publishes
student-written articles on
national and local political issues, published an article by
Matthew Hershey ’13 on its
blog.
Hershey’s article prompted a 17-comment debate
between students and nonstudents alike when he compared Hoodie Day to “the
widespread viral sharing of
the KONY 2012 video on
Facebook and other social
media.” Hershey said participating in Hoodie Day was
much the same as clicking the
“Like” button on Facebook:
“Wearing a hoodie around a
college campus might show
solidarity with the Martin
family or even show support for ending racial biases
in America, but it ultimately
achieves very little. Yes, you
will make a statement, for
what that’s worth, but will
simply really wearing a sweatshirt bring real change?”
Hershey said his article
was not meant to discourage
students from participating
in Waggoner’s event. “The argument was never to not have
Hoodie Day,” he said. “It was
to maybe do it, but protest
in other ways as well ... you
might want to consider donating to the [American Civil
Liberties Union] or the [National Association for the Advancement of Colored People] or an organization that

DAVID HOYT

Benjamin Jacoby ’14 and Dan Rasch ’14 don hoodies in a message of solidarity to the family of Trayvon Martin.
has proven records of bringing change. I think [that] was
sort of misunderstood.”
Waggoner said Hoodie
Day was about more than
just solidarity with the Martin family. In a response to
Hershey on her personal blog,
Waggoner cited several racially-charged incidents from the
past few weeks as reasons to
pay attention to social justice
in the media and at Kenyon.
“Fox commentator Geraldo
Rivera noted this week, ‘I
think the hoodie is as much

responsible for Martin’s death
as George Zimmerman was,’”
Waggoner wrote.
Hoodie Day was not a
Kenyon-specific event, but
rather a national movement
with senators, representatives
and even members of the Miami Heat donning hoodies
to show support for Martin’s
family. Rebecca Chowdhury
’13, who helped organize the
Kenyon event with Waggoner, said, “I thought [Hoodie
Day] would be a great way to
coordinate with those acts of

solidarity, especially on a campus like Kenyon where social
justice isn’t as big of a presence
as some other things are … it
wasn’t something that everyone was talking about, and I
feel like after Hoodie Day it
did enter the discourse.”
Professor of Religious
Studies Vernon Schubel, who
provided faculty support for
the event, said social justice
events such as Waggoner’s
provide an important perspective to Kenyon students.
“For students who want to,

they can forget about these
sorts of things. This [event]
is important because it allows
for a window into issues and
makes them real and not just
about some sort of abstraction. In the smallest of ways,
events like these first show
solidarity and then make
the next leap and the most
important leap which is for
students to think: if I became convinced that social
justice is part of what I want
to be engaged in, what else
can I do?”

Student Council Elections
Leave Five Positions Open

Harry Potter Day

The chair of Buildings and Grounds
position, among others, is unfilled.
GRACE HITZEMAN

SAM COLT

(Clockwise from left) Rhen Woodward-Ginther, Associate Professors of Anthropology Kimmarie Murphy and Bruce Hardy, Felix Craig-Quijada, Quinn Hardy and Duncan Hardy dressed up for Kenyon’s annual Harry Potter Day, held on Friday, March 30.
This year, Harry Potter Day is part of a month’s worth of events that extend into April,
honoring the world of Harry Potter at Kenyon and beyond. An exhibit in the library;
sponsored by the National Institutes of Health, examines Harry Potter’s world in relation
to science and medicine; other events have included a scholarly talk and a beer-brewing
“potions” class. Harry Potter Day itself involved students and community members alike
with a scavenger hunt for the “House Cup,” book readings at the Bookstore, a Harry Potter-themed dinner at Peirce and a costume parade followed by a showing of A Very Potter
Musical in Gund Gallery.
—Liliana Martinez

The Student Council
election results were announced last Monday,
April 2. “I’m really excited and I feel confident
that I can do a good job
next year,” Student Council President-elect Faith
McDuffie ’13 said. Joining McDuffie on Student
Council next year are
Natalie Hession ’13 as vice
president for Academic
Affairs, Kelsey Mazeski
’13 as vice president for
Student Life and Alexander Ramani ’13 as chair for
Safety and Security. Andie
Asimes ’13 and Sam Baker
’13 will serve as treasurers
for the Business and Finance Committee (BFC),
and Tommy Brown ’13 was
elected as the new Housing
and Dining chair.
Monty Clark ’13 will
serve as the Campus Sen-

ate co-chair, working with
Senate Secretary Sarah
Baldessari ’15 and Independent
Representative
to the Senate Danny Semelsberger ’15. The Senior
Class President-elect is
Ryan Liegner ’13. Liegner
has served as his class president every year for four
years. “Senior year is the
big year as far as class committees are concerned,”
Liegner said. “[I’m] looking forward to planning a
lot of events.”
Samuel Loomis ’14 will
serve as junior class representative to Student Council alongside Junior Class
Representative to Senate
Luke Rogers ’14.
The sophomore class
is the only class with no
vacant positions. Kelsey
Hamilton ’15 will be the
sophomore class representative to Student Council
and Ryan Nabil ’15 will be

the sophomore class representative to Senate. Rising
Sophomore Class President Meredith Bentsen ’15
said, “[I am] very excited to
represent next year’s sophomore class. Our class is really dynamic and energetic
so that makes me even
more excited.”
Despite
enthusiasm
about student government
next year from elected officials, several positions
remain open. The senior
class representative to Student Council position remains open, as McDuffie
ran unopposed and accepted the position of Student
Council President instead.
Both the positions for
senior class representative to the Senate and
junior class president remain open because there
were no candidates. Other open positions include
Chair of Buildings and
Grounds and communications director for Student
Council.
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DKEs, EDMs Host Third Annual ALS Benefit at VI
Without stepping foot in
Gambier, Arnold Schwarzenegger figured prominently
at this year’s Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) benefit at the Village Inn (VI).
A poster signed by Schwarzenegger served as first prize
for the trivia competition
held at the beginning of the
evening, which raised money
for ALS by charging $15 per
trivia team. Now in its third
year, the Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE)-hosted benefit raises
money to help fight the disease
and raise awareness about its
effects, which can be expensive
to treat.
“It is becoming a Kenyon
tradition,” said Professor of
Political Science Pamela Jensen, who donated the poster.
“[The DKEs] have called attention to something by invoking our reaction to beloved
people in the community, but
also have raised the profile of
ALS.”
The benefit honors Professor Emeritus of Drama Tom
Turgeon, who is still battling
ALS, and Elaine Gray, the
stepmother of former DKE
president Nate Gray ’10, who
died of the disease.
Associate Professor of
Drama Andrew Reinert called
Turgeon one of his favorite
colleagues in an email. “To
my mind, Tom embodies all
the best qualities of Kenyon:

“

“

MADELEINE THOMPSON

[The DKEs] have called attention to
something by invoking our reaction
to beloved people in the community,
but also have raised the profile of
ALS.
Pamela Jensen

he’s passionate about learning,
he’s kind, he’s joyous, and he’s
modest,” he said. The DKEs
are particularly connected to
this cause not only because of
Gray’s stepmother and because
Turgeon taught at Kenyon,
but also because Turgeon’s
son, Chuck Turgeon ’93, was a
DKE at Kenyon as well.
The DKEs host the event
to spread awareness in addition to raising money. “It’s
really important to remind
[students] that we’re not just
Kenyon students, we’re citizens of a larger and more important cause,” said DKE
community service chair Abe
Nelson ’14.
With the help of the Epsilon Delta Mu (EDM) sorority, which has handled publicity and advertising each year,
Nelson estimated that they
raised about $500 in addition
to the $2,095.28 collected at
the event, thanks to donations
made directly to the ALS
foundation.
Though the first ALS benefit brought in almost twice the
amount raised this year, Nelson said the event was more

successful, not least because
awareness increases every year.
“I just don’t think we have a
person who’s as remarkable
as Nate Gray,” Nelson said. “I
was worried at first because I
didn’t see a way that we could
feasibly make as much money
as we did last year, but I had a
great conversation with Nate
where he said, ‘I don’t care how
much money you make. … A
ton of people who wouldn’t
usually come to something
like this are here now.’”
The sisters of EDM played
a major role in getting the
word out about the event.
EDMs placed signs displaying
facts about ALS along Middle
Path and distributed lollipops
with additional facts. “I think
we could do more to advertise
earlier,” said EDM community service chair Elise Shattuck
’14. “But I think [the signs and
lollipops] work really well.”
The size of the crowd that
descended on the VI also
posed some difficulty. Still,
both Nelson and DKE Cody
Shankman ’12 were excited
to see so many attendees. “I
would love to see more dona-

MADELEINE THOMPSON

Students debate answers to a trivia question during the first half of the DKE and EDM fundraiser for ALS. Detroit Groove, the Motown band, performed later in the night.
tions from students,” Shankman said. “I think many
Kenyon students are a little
hesitant to give five dollars
at the door because we’re not
used to that, but I think a lot
of students here can manage
to do it and I think it’s a good
cause.”
VI owner Gerald Kerry has
been happy to offer up his establishment for the cause. “I’d
really like to see it grow,” Kerry said. “Maybe next year we
could do fundraiser trivia on
a Wednesday night and then a
VI night at the end of the week
with music or some other mix
of events.”

Though this combination
of trivia and music has been
successful so far, Kerry looks
forward to finding the perfect
blend for attracting more supporters. “We really appreciate anything we can do with
[the] student community as a
whole, particularly if it’s for a
good cause,” Kerry said.
Professor of Humanities
Timothy Shutt has contributed to the benefit by serving
as trivia host for the past two
years and creating his own
challenging questions on topics ranging from cephalopods
to constellations. “It’s something I can do,” Shutt said.

“[Turgeon] and I were colleagues together for more than
20 years, and I like and respect
him still.”
“We’ll definitely do the
benefit with the VI next year,
and hopefully we can,” Nelson said. With the VI’s participation and new ideas to
increase community involvement not only from students
but also from local businesses,
Nelson and Kerry hope for
even more success in years to
come. “[Nate Gray] was at the
event this year and he said he
was really happy,” Nelson said.
“Next year I hope we can make
it even bigger.”

Qigong Class Teaches
New Housing Options May
Cause Parking Problems Stress-Relieving Techniques
THOMAS MATTES

When the 16 Bexley Apartments are torn down to make
way for additional North
Campus Apartments (NCAs),
the parking lot that has served
so many students will go with
it.
Though there will eventually be some parking near the
new NCAs and the Bexley
Hall parking lot will remain,
there are no proposed plans
to replace the current Bexley
parking lot, according to Director of Facilities Planning
Tom Lepley. There will, however, be a few handicapped
parking spots available nearby,
as the goal of the NCA renovation project is to allow “handicapped accessible housing,” according to Lepley.
“It was important [to the
construction planners] to have
more green space,” North
Campus Assistant Director of
Housing and Residential Life
Lisa Train said. The College
hopes to establish the apartments as “little communities”
with plentiful green space,
making them feel more like

Kenyon students and faculty have a new
way to cope with the stresses of classwork,
extracurricular activities and campus jobs:
qigong classes at the Horn Gallery.
Qigong combines energy and exercise
through careful breathing techniques and
slow, repetitive movements. Associate Professor of Anthropology Patricia Urban,
who participates in the Chinese meditation and exercise practice, said it is a form
of meditation through movement. “When I
started the class … I felt like I’d discovered
something that my mind and body wanted,
but that I didn’t know existed,” she said. “It
encourages focus on what is happening in
the moment. It is incredibly relaxing and
defuses anger and frustration.”
Steve Hatfield, a Mount Vernon resident, teaches the Horn course along with
lessons at the Panther Kenpo Karate Studio in Mount Vernon. Currently, about
eight students and five faculty members
participate in the qigong classes offered
at the Horn, according to Coordinator of
Disability Services Erin Salva, who knows
the benefits of Qigong firsthand.
After falling off her bike and grappling
with reduced mobility, Salva attended one
of Hatfield’s classes. “[I had] not only physical healing, but healing of the mind, body
and soul,” she said. “[The purpose] is to
enhance wellness and provide students an

DAVID HOYT

The Bexley lot will become green space next year.
homes and less like college residence halls.
Administrators hope students will choose to walk or
ride bicycles as alternatives to
driving. For students with cars
who will live on North Campus in the fall, Train suggested
the New Apartments parking
lot, which has 33 spaces, or
the lot near Watson Residence
Hall. Overall, administrators
intend to encourage Kenyon’s
image as a walking campus.
In addition to limiting
parking, the elimination of the
Bexley Apartments will also reduce the number of apartments
available to juniors, according

to Train. The Bexley Apartments, which were open to
both juniors and seniors, will
be replaced by NCAs, which,
due to high demand, will likely
house only seniors. “If seniors
do not fill [the NCAs], then we
would have to open [them] to
juniors. … However, the likelihood of that happening is almost nil,” Train said.
Senior-only housing next
year will also likely include
the Morgan, Taft and Acland
Apartments.
“It’s going to be tight for
students,” Train said. “Luckily,
we’re a small campus, and it’s
not that far of a hike.”

“

“

ERIC GELLER

It encourages focus on
what is happening in the
moment. It is incredibly
relaxing and defuses anger
and frustration.
Patricia Urban

opportunity to develop focus and concentration.”
The qigong courses started after Rector Helen Svoboda-Barber studied qigong
while on sabbatical. She received a grant to
fund the course, which is also sponsored by
the Harcourt Parish Episcopal Church.
In the future, Salva hopes to secure permanent funding, possibly even working
with the Kenyon Athletic Center’s wellness
programs to offer qigong regularly.
For now, Kenyon students can pursue
their own mind-body connections with
Hatfield’s classes, offered every Thursday during Common Hour at the Horn
through April 26.
“Students are short of sleep, and while
Qigong won’t replace sleep, it can help one
fall asleep more easily and avoid anxiety
dreams,” Urban said. “The stretching and
other movements are good for the body in
general. … I am surprised that so few take
advantage of the classes. Their loss — and
it’s a big one.”
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AVI: Replacement Costs Too High to Justify Paper Cups
continued from page 1

products, but it’s just a
waste,” Remillard said. “I
am relying on the student
to bring their own thermos.”
Most other colleges offer
disposable beverage cups,
though Denison University
notably does not.
“Everywhere I have
been, they provide ... some
level of quantity of carryout cups. It’s just that we
provide unlimited numbers
of cups,” Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman said.
AVI hopes the proposed
restrictions on paper cups
will help allocate funds
along with encouraging
ecological responsibility.
“Anywhere we can manage
those costs better means
fewer increases in fees to
students in that area,”
Kohlman said.
The constant need to replace stolen or missing plastic cups also contributes to
funding concerns.
“The big thing is if we
weren’t spending tens of
thousands of dollars every
year replacing cups, dishes
and silverware, we’d have
more flexibility to provide

other types of carry-out
stuff,” Kohlman said.
In the last year alone,
AVI spent $47,000 replacing lost dishes and silverware. This figure is large,
considering “a liberal arts
school of our size will
generally spend $8,000,
maybe $10,000 ... on cups,
plates and silverware for
the whole year,” Remillard
said.
AVI also provides dining services to the University of Mount Union in Alliance, Ohio. Though Mount
Union has a considerably
higher number of students
enrolled, with about 2,250
students in comparison to
Kenyon’s 1,640 students,
that branch of AVI spends
less on replacing dishes and
silverware. Danielle Bair,
AVI resident director at
the University of Mount
Union, said, “On average,
we spend $11,800 each year
to replace lost or broken
dishes.”
In contrast, AVI at Kenyon spent more than
$10,000 on cups alone at
the beginning of the school
year.
Peirce Dining Hall itself
may be one reason for this

drastic difference. “In our
case, it’s a wonderful building. It’s a really cool spot,
but the student has the
ability to leave from around
seven or eight exits,” Remillard said.
Mount Union, however,
has only one entrance and
one exit, according to Bair.
Kenyon also has a more
relaxed policy when it
comes to removing items
from the dining areas.
AVI also caters to Malone University, which enforces its strict expectation
to “not remove any food,
drinks or utensils from the
dining commons” on its
dining website.
Mount Union also has
a harsher policy than Kenyon’s: “We have a strict
policy that small wares can
not leave our Dining Commons,” Bair said.
Unfortunately,
this
trend of theft has been a
problem for Kenyon for
several years. “[Even] alumni come back for reunion
weekend and take cups and
plates out of here,” Kohlman said.
Additionally, dishes left
at Pierce drop-off stations
throughout the campus’

academic and residence
halls are generally unused.
“There’s someone on the
AVI staff that collects
them, but I’m not quite
sure how often they are being collected,” Walsh said.
“If you leave something
that’s disgusting and starting to mold ... and if it’s in
Maintenance’s way, [Maintenance] will dispose of it,”
Walsh said.
Manager of Facility Services Gary Sweeney, however, said, “We don’t do anything with them ... we call
AVI to request that they
take them.”
Still, “more than half
[of the dishes] we never
find, which either means
that they were taken home,
which I don’t know why
they would want them, or
thrown away. We see so
many items in [the] garbage,” Remillard said.
AVI encourages the student body to bring back
dishes themselves to help
alleviate the AVI budgeting
crisis.
The Housing and Dining Committee plans to
meet again to “brainstorm
and display all of our ideas
to Damon Remillard just to
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The paper cups at the coffee dispenser in Peirce Servery may
soon be gone for good.
give more student perspective on the issue,” Walsh
said. “I suggested … possibly only [having] hot paper
cups in the morning.”
No matter the result of

the decision, some aspect of
dining will change in order
to fit within AVI’s budget,
otherwise student costs will
almost certainly increase,
Remillard said.

Two-Year Investigation
Campus Safety Officers to
Redefines Writing at Kenyon
Carry Handcuffs
THOMAS MATTES
This month, Campus
Safety is quietly debuting
a new tool in its arsenal.
After years of discussion,
the College has approved
Safety’s requests for metal handcuffs.
The College has hosted a number of information sessions with students, faculty and staff
over the past years. Originally, students protested
vigorously, but according
to Director of Campus
Safety Bob Hooper, understanding
eventually
spread about why Campus Safety sees handcuffs
as an essential tool. The
team currently has a few
pairs in rotation and aims
to eventually outfit every
officer with a pair.
Hooper attributed the
change to the increase in
the number of suspicious
persons reported on campus in recent years. In the
past, officers have lacked
the resources to protect themselves against
threats, and there has
been a history of long delays in the Sheriff ’s arrival after a call.
Handcuffs will allow
Safety officers “to prop-

erly protect the students,”
Hooper said.
With the new handcuffs, officers will be able
to detain someone who
is a threat to others or
to him or herself. “The
officers can now protect
themselves and avoid injuries in troublesome situations like we have had
in the past,” Hooper said.
President S. Georgia
Nugent said a few incidents three years ago increased awareness about
what Safety officers have
the power to do in terms
of restraining an attacker.
“I think the rationale was
that they were thinking
[that it’s] better to have
a means of just restraining someone than harming them in some way,”
she said. “Certainly, you
will not be surprised that
sometimes, under the inf luence, students are aggressive and violent. …
[Chief Business Officer
Mark Kohlman] said that
one of the problems that
Safety thinks they face is
that if that’s the case and
they have no means of restraining someone, what
literally happens is that
an officer kind of has to
sit on somebody. One, sit-

ting on someone doesn’t
seem like a good way and,
two, it’s actually taking
that officer out of commission, in case something else should happen.”
This January, all officers went through 40
hours of intensive training to go over both the
legal and practical aspects of handcuff use,
self-defense training and
detention techniques. Although officers’ opinions
on the handcuffs vary,
they all think the first
priority needs to be safety, according to Hooper.
Captain David Shaffer of the Knox County
Sheriff ’s Office agreed.
“We have a good working
relationship with Kenyon
security,” he said. “We do
not expect them to be trying to make arrests, only
to secure persons who
may be a danger to themselves or others.”
When circumstances
require restraining or
temporarily
detaining
someone, using handcuffs
to do so is much safer and
much less likely to result
in harm than attempting
restraint by hand, according to Hooper.

CARMEN PERRY
Kenyon prides itself on its
strong literary tradition, but
writing’s role at Kenyon is not
well-defined. With help from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, Kenyon Writes, a twoyear investigation of writing at
Kenyon, plans to craft a unified
definition.
Kenyon Writes will study
writing at Kenyon through surveys and focus groups beginning
this spring. “The idea is to study
writing attitudes and writing behaviors among students and faculty members,” said Joseph Murphy, director of the Center for
Innovative Pedagogy. “We talk
about Kenyon as a writing place
all the time, but it’s not clear that
we have a shared definition of
what that means.”
The study will be led by Jenn
Fishman ’94, assistant professor of English at Marquette
University in Milwaukee, Wis.
Fishman, who was looking for
an opportunity to study writing
when Kenyon President S. Georgia Nugent first approached her,
will work alongside Lee Nickoson, assistant professor of rhetoric and writing at Bowling Green
State University, Kenyon’s own
Associate Professor of Mathematics Brian Jones and the 201112 Curricular Policy Committee’s subcommittee on writing.

“It’s a formal study of writing
at Kenyon in a place that loves
writing and is all about writing,”
Fishman said.
Kenyon Writes distributed a
survey on writing to all faculty
members. The group will also
send a different survey to a random sample of students from
each class in April. The second
half of the project will begin
next year, when members of the
graduating class will participate
in focus groups to gather more
specific information.
The questions deal with every
type of writing, from lab reports
to personal journals, and ask
about writing both inside and
outside the classroom. “We want
to try and find out what people
mean when they say, ‘Writing is
important to me,’” Murphy said.
“What behaviors do they mean,
why do they believe that, how
does it play out in their classes ...
or in their personal life?”
The organizers of this project
hope it will prompt the community to consider how it looks at
writing. “With faculty, we want
to get a sense of the writing they
do, what they think about writing themselves, not just the writing they do for their positions as
teachers, but also as scholars in
their disciplines,” Nickoson said.
Fishman emphasized the importance of getting a look at the
big picture. “How do you use

writing to be you right now?”
Murphy also expressed a
need to look at the discrepancies in different types of writing
taught at Kenyon. “I see that our
science faculty are acutely concerned about the fact that scientists have to be able to communicate with the general public,” he
said. “They want to make sure
that Kenyon students are not
just good at talking to other scientists, but that they’re good at
talking to political science majors.”
Kenyon aims to create scientists who can write and politicians who can solve mathematical problems, Murphy said.
Fishman and Nickoson
stressed that this project is not
an assessment of the College, but
rather a description of it. “We’re
truly interested in understanding what happens on campus in
terms of writing and why,” Nickoson said.
Murphy is optimistic about
the impact Kenyon Writes will
have. “We will see significant
changes to individual courses,”
he said. Murphy is not worried,
however, about what the findings might show. “Faculty members take writing and writing
development very seriously. I expect that we’ll see that we really
are the kind of place we think we
are. I think it will open up some
interesting conversations.”
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On the Importance Is Our Drinking Culture Worth It?
of Covering
Kenyon’s Staff

staff editorial

This week’s front page story
on pay raises was not an easy one
to report or write. It was, however, a story we felt deserved our
full attention, and it now deserves yours.
The feelings of staff members
at this College deserve the full
attention of senior staff,
faculty and especially students. This issue does not
immediately affect students.
Even we at the Collegian did not understand
the full significance of
the topic until we received
copies of the two passionate letters described in
the story.
This topic, and the
facts and views presented on both sides, speak
volumes about the administrative side of Kenyon that students
know the least about.
Our decisions to investigate
the issue, to offer anonymity,
and to pursue it with vigor all
demonstrate the importance we
assign to presenting these voices
and facts accurately and thoroughly.
The sensitive nature of the
story — and plausible concerns
that speaking with us could
threaten our sources’ jobs —

prompted us to offer anonymity
to several sources in our news
section, for the first time in recent memory. We at the Collegian do not take such decisions
lightly. We offered anonymity
in this case only because we felt
these voices deserved to be heard
without fearing for their employment.
That said, however, we took
great pains throughout our reporting and writing to ensure
that we represented this campus
in the fairest and most accurate
way possible. In four days, our
three reporters contacted 40 people and conducted more than 20
face-to-face interviews, logging a
total of 25 hours of recorded tape
and more than 100 single-spaced
pages of transcriptions.
We took on this challenge because we believe this is an issue
that deserves full exploration.
Students rarely consider the issues facing the staff members
around them, a deficiency we
hope to correct in future issues
of the Collegian.
This topic is not one we expect to exhaust with one initial
foray. We welcome any further
concerns or comments on this
topic, especially if yours is an
opinion that has not been expressed in this week’s article.

SIMON HOELLERBAUER
I don’t know how many times,
standing in the omelet line on a
Sunday or twirling my pen before class starts on a Monday, I
have overheard a fellow student
relating to his or her friends a
wildly entertaining story. Sometimes I have even been one of
those friends to whom the story
was told. And it’s an old story.
It’s not new. It’s probably told
the same way on college campuses everywhere: the story of a
crazy Friday night, the story of
waking up in a bed you don’t recognize on Sunday morning, the
story of not remembering a story
at all. I have learned to chuckle
and grimace with the best of
them, yet the only thoughts that
come to my mind are, “Why?”
and then, “That doesn’t sound
fun at all.”
I have nothing against drinking. I was born in Austria, where
the drinking age is 16 and most
people don’t care if you try it
younger than that; I was offered
my first beer at a family function
when I was 15. Sitting around,
drinking a beer, chatting with
friends — that is my kind of

party. No, I would not say my
problem is with drinking per
se. I simply do not understand
the appeal of drinking oneself
into a stupor, of drinking to the
point of inebriation, weekend in,
weekend out.
As someone who has never
been drunk, I realize that I am
speaking of a world, a culture, an
experience with which I am not
familiar. But after all, to study
a cancer, one does not need to
infect oneself with it. I cannot
fathom what the point is of getting drunk purely for the sake of
getting drunk. Is throwing up really that hilarious? If you have to
be drunk to enjoy a party, what
does that say about the party?
What does that say about you? If
you have to be drunk in order to
have fun, that’s just scary. There
are safer, more productive ways
to enjoy oneself.
Now, contrary to popular belief, there is little to no evidence
to support the claim that drinking alcohol actually kills brain
cells. So if anyone were to accuse you of having your parents
pay for you to become dumber,
rest assured that this is not the
case; your intelligence can be defended, if only in that instant.
They are paying only for you to
make bad decisions on a weekly
basis. Because, after all, the detrimental effects of alcohol on an
individual’s ability to make decisions have been well documented. Your parents are essentially
paying for you to play Russian
Roulette every Friday and Saturday night.

C o l d C e re a l 			

				

Of course, to be fair, there are
some students at Kenyon who
are paying their own way (and I
have much respect for them) and
also take part in this behavior, a
fact that requires me to amend
my previous statement: every
time you go out with the express
purpose of getting blind drunk,
you are wasting someone’s money, your own, your parents’, the
College’s. Money spent on alcohol can be put to better use.
Time spent drunk can be spent
in more entertaining ways. Once
alcohol becomes a daily part
of your life, then you are truly
throwing it all away.
The biggest problem with
getting drunk isn’t even the bad
decisions one can make. The biggest problem is the gravity of the
bad decisions that one makes.
Sometimes, under the inf luence
of alcohol, a person makes decisions that he or she cannot walk
away from. Sometimes, under
the inf luence of alcohol, a person simply doesn’t walk away at
all. Drinking alcohol in excess
is dangerous. Alcohol is a poison. There is a reason the liver
has to break it down once it is in
our system. A student at my high
school, with whom I had volunteered at Big Brothers/Big Sisters, died from alcohol poisoning
the summer after my sophomore
year. We weren’t close, but the
realization that you will never
see someone again, never hear
of a person again is frightening.
So what is so great about being
drunk? Is it really something to
find amusing, to be proud of?

By Holly Anderson
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New Space, New Heights
For the first time, art majors presented their senior
art exercises in the newly-opened Gund Gallery, alongside professional artists like Dorothea Lange.
MOLLY BONDY
Revealing self-portraits,
faceless metal humans and
hanging configurations of
fabric and wax stand silently in the Gund Gallery, each
clean curve and texture representing months of hard

work and a lifetime of inspiration. These and several
other large-scale, intricately-produced pieces make up
this year’s senior art exercises. The exhibition, which
opened last Monday, proves

the talent and dedication of
these students.
Adrienne Wolter’s vibrant Aftermath is described by the artist as a
see pages 10 & 11

PHOTOS BY ELIZABETH BRAND AND ALLY SCHMALING

(Clockwise from top right) Matt Davis’ envelopes, originally lining Middle
Path and addressed to every Kenyon student; one of Bowen Walker’s welded metal statues; Charlotte Woolf ’s photography; a nude self-portrait by
Nina Castelli.
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Exploring Self, Myth, Nature in Gund Gallery
continued from page 9

piece “addressing the erasure of human existence with a
seemingly innocuous panning paper cut animation.” The
paper-cut animation set to a piano soundtrack explores how
nature reclaims such damaged landscapes and makes them
beautiful once again.
Aftermath was inspired by Wolter’s semester abroad in
Pripyat, Ukraine, where she witnessed both the growth of
nuclear power plants and the devastating effects of nuclear
accidents. Pacing, color and music allow the piece to “roll
out like a storybook” as the imagined 2-D society moves
from consumerism and waste to a floral paradise once more.
In contrast to this broad theme, Alea Abrams’ Press the
Flesh utilizes unusual materials in order to explore the tension between the outer and the inner self. Abrams expresses this conflict through large soft sculptures and multiple
small wax forms. The larger pieces represent the human
body contorted by society, with a small, transparent window into the true inner self.
The small wax pieces, on the other hand, are meant to
show “the more intimate parts of the human body — the
true internal nature of the forms.”
Another intensely personal work, Moment of Pause by

Alison Bellgrau, presents somewhat abstract drawings of
photographs the artist took throughout the year of single
moments that could be “encountered on a daily basis.” The
distortion of these photographs and the use of this medium
highlight the idea of humans’ “inability to focus on something so seemingly insignificant.” Bellgrau’s piece forces the
viewer to pause and observe the surrounding beauty before
returning the chaos of everyday life.
While some of the artists looked to their present state
of being for inspiration, Bowen Walker looked to his lifelong love of myths and legends to create Mythopoesis –n. the
composition or making of myths. The painstakingly metalwelded sculptures are Walker’s own mythopoesis, as each
figure presents “experiences from his life through the lens
of myth.” The life-size human figures emulate classical prototypes in order to evoke myths which, as Walker points
out, have the “ability to be endlessly created and recreated.”
Brigette Kemp also explores the mythology of the reconciliation of the beauty of nature set in three pertinent
pieces: Gaea (First Window), The Invention of Poison (Second Window) and Residuum (Third Window). Using cut
paper illuminated by a light box, Kemp weaves a “legend
of [the] planet, as told through the imagery of myths.” The
highly detailed, fantastical creatures are interwoven in nat-

ural landscapes as well as their own fairytale world. Overall, Kemp hopes to recall the sense of morality and virtue
present in traditional folktales.
Charlotte Woolf created her photography series Second Skin by drawing inspiration from her many Kenyon
pursuits, including dance and women’s and gender studies.
Her work is “about exploring the geometry and landscape
of the body by combining projections of abstract anatomy
drawings with the human figure.” The drawing makes the
subjects both striking and semi-anonymous. Woolf is particularly interested in the connection between mind and
body and the expanse of the human form.
Chelsea Borgman’s Nest allows viewers to walk
through a tunnel of woven branches and twigs, bringing
them for a moment “out of the hustle and bustle of the
gallery and into a moving sanctuary.” Borgman explores
the idea of home as a place of safety in this piece, while also
honoring the sacred and profane duality of nature. Walking through Borgman’s nest is meant to evoke the feeling
of returning to a place of warmth and comfort only found
in childhood. Influenced by her childhood home nestled
in the forest and the loss of her mother, the piece is at once
meditative and personal.
Elizabeth Bailey’s artwork centers on the theme of

land. Her mixed-medium maps of rural farmland pay
homage to this manipulated landscape rather than condemn its manmade origin. The maps are made from found
farm materials sewn together to recreate satellite images of
agricultural land.
In Identity, by Everett Brodbeck, the artist paints five
different sides of his identity. The work explores the idea
that in different situations, one must constantly evolve
in order to survive. Each self-portrait represents a different facet of the personality of the artist. The paintings are
brightly colored and focused on the intimacy of Brodbeck’s
almost imploring stare. While the face is the same in each
— recognizably that of Brodbeck — each work has its own
personality that is simultaneously playful and intense.
In the third room, Matt Davis’ the towering wall of nails
catches the eye immediately. “Body is [my] story,” Davis
said. With this connection in mind, each piece Davis presents in this show is somehow connected to his body, mostly
represented through physical exertion. His project thus
becomes more about the process of motion, whether it is
running for miles around Ohio or hammering nails flat for
months. The three pieces are thus “like a visual autobiography.”
In Zoophagy, Megan Llewellyn “addresses the very hu-

man themes of consumption” via drawings of anthropomorphized animals that resemble photographs. Llewellyn
hopes to balance the tradition of scientific illustration
found in naturalist books with a contemporary sensibility
in the absurdity of the subject matter.
For her exercise, Nina Castelli drew five self-portraits in
the exact positions of famous Classical sculptures. Aiming
to highlight the strength of women, Castelli equates herself
with Greek heroes in order to show her power. A feminine
current runs through each pencil-drawn piece that is incredibly recognizable and yet personal to Castelli.
As the final striking piece of the show, Sarkis Anusbigian explores the idea of war in the sense of the wars that
his family, particularly his cousins, have faced in their own
backyards and imaginations. Anusbigian’s family becomes
his army, and he has created a weapon to symbolize each
person. Each tool has personalized embellishments that
correspond to its inspiration. Anusbigian hopes to provide
a glimpse into his childhood while showing what has become of his cousins today.
Their mediums may vary, but Kenyon’s senior studio
artists are united in their innovation, complexity and, above
all, richly layered pieces that are not only pleasing to the eye
but also stimulating for the mind.

PHOTOS BY ELIZABETH BRAND AND ALLY SCHMALING

(Clockwise from top right) Bowen Walker’s “The Offering” from his Mythopoesis sculpture series, animal consumption in
Megan Llewellyn’s Zoophagy, a close-up of one of Elizabeth Bailey’s colorful farmland maps, Matt Davis’ heart rate meticulously recorded during a long run, an audience admiring one of Brigette Kemp’s three cut paper light boxes, Everett Brodbeck’s stark series of self-portraits, Chelsea Borgman’s cozy Nest, and a weapon from Sarkis Anusbigian’s collection.
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Icarus and Aria Echoes, Updates Romeo and Juliet
LAUREN KATZ
Professor of Drama Kevin Rich has called William
Shakespeare an Elizabethan
precursor to modern rap
music. This coming weekend, with the Kenyon College Dance and Drama Department, Rich is putting
on a show that echoes classic
Shakespearean drama, with a
contemporary twist.
Set in Phoenix, Ariz.,
Kirk Wood Bromley’s Icarus
and Aria follows the basic
storyline of Romeo and Juliet: two young people meet
and suddenly fall in love,
with tragic consequences.
Icarus, however, rather than
a moody teenager in tights, is
a Latino football player coming from a gangster background. Juliet’s counterpart,
Aria, is the rich team owner’s
daughter, and Mercutio takes
the form of Aria’s sassy best
friend Dina. The show, a contemporary verse play, is written in iambic pentameter but
infused with hip-hop culture.
Icarus and Aria, however,
is not just another adaptation like West Side Story. Not
only are the setting and relationships modernized, but
the characters also take on
unexpected changes.
“It’s taking a pretty classic
story like Romeo and Juliet
and turning it on its head,”
Assistant Director Alyssa
White ’12 said. “It’s not only
making it contemporary, but
also switching up roles. The

Juliet character, Aria, in a
lot of ways is actually the Romeo.” Like Romeo, Aria is
in love with another person
when she meets Icarus, and
the Mercutio character is her
friend rather than Icarus’s.
“There’s a lot of fun character
development,” White said.
The modernizations make
the play more accessible to
the audience. The youth and
innocence that characterize
much of the Romeo and Juliet
romance is replaced in Icarus
and Aria by a love story with
a great deal of depth.
“So many times when I
see a love story, I am very
cynical and I don’t really get
invested. [Rich] has done an
amazing job at making these
characters really relatable
and you get really invested in
their love story,” White said.
While many directors
play up the sappiness of the
script, Rich took a different,
more realistic approach to
portraying love. “He’s taken
this romantic Romeo and Juliet story and flipped it, making it more real and more raw.
As teenagers, when we fall in
love, it is a mess. [Rich] does
a really good job at showing
that,” said Faith Servant ’13,
who plays Aria.
In his direction, Rich has
worked to emphasize the language. “It’s about the text; it’s
about the language ripping
through actors’ bodies,” he
said. “That’s the focus. It’s
the spirit of Shakespeare.”
Rich also embraced the
Shakespearean practice of

WILFRED AHRENS

Hector Marrero ’15 will play Icarus, a rising football star from a gangster background, in this weekend’s KCDC production.
actors playing multiple roles
— his cast of 21 plays over 40
roles between them.
Though there are many
differences between Icarus
and Aria and Romeo and Juliet, Rich picked the play because of the similarities. He
found the script in a “staff
picks” drama archive. The
play came highly recommended and connected two
of Rich’s passions.
“I have a real interest in
Shakespeare, and I also have
an interest in new work. This
allowed me to explore both
of those interests,” Rich said.
“I think it’s cool to have at a

school where there is so much
writing and such talent.”
Many factors informed
Rich’s decision to choose Icarus and Aria, but his decision
boiled down to what he looks
for in every project: inspiration. “Whenever I choose
a play, particularly in academic theater, it should be a
play that allows us to learn
something new, a play that
inspires us to bring parts of
ourselves, too,” Rich said.
He seems to have met his
goal. Not only has the play
inspired the actors, but Rich
has also collaborated with
other students and depart-

The Master Blaster Stuns Listeners
SAM COLT
Writer-in-Residence P.F. Kluge’s
latest novel, The Master Blaster,
which received a glowing review in
the New York Times in late March,
was met with resounding success at a
reading by the author at the Kenyon
College Bookstore last Thursday.
The book is set in Saipan, a small
Pacific island with a history of colonization and exploitation, and relays
the stories of four very different individuals.
At his reading, Kluge referred to
the country as “an island twice the
size of Manhattan” and “a printer’s
mistake north of Guam.”
Nonetheless, Saipan is a place
Kluge has regarded highly since he
served there in the Peace Corps.
Kluge spoke to a packed room of
Gambier residents of all ages about
his experiences in Saipan and how
they inspired and shaped his novel.
A former colony of Spain, Germany and Japan, Saipan became a U.S.
Commonwealth in 1978. Because
the country demanded some amount
of autonomy from the federal government, it immediately attracted big
players in the garment industry, who
could employ migrant workers with
low wages and still label their clothes
“Made in the USA.”

ments to create this theatrical experience. He enlisted
the help of Assistant Professor of Dance Kora Radella as
a movement coach and Angela Coleman ’12 as a lighting designer, who is using her
work on the play to partially
fulfill her senior exercise in
drama.
He also decided to take a
different direction with music. The sound will include
live drumming played by the
cast members on stage. The
music “definitely gives the
show a very primal feel to it
at certain parts. It’s very visceral,” said Hector Marrero

’15, who plays Icarus.
“It’s going to be a very
theatrical event, with the
technical stuff and the huge
cast and the set. It’ll be really
exciting visually to watch,”
said stage manager Casey
Griffin ’14.
“People should come see
this show because it’s an
interesting twist on a classic. Bromley takes Romeo
and Juliet and re-vamps it. I
think people will really appreciate that,” said Raquel
Zanoni ’14, who plays Dina.
Icarus and Aria takes the
Bolton Stage on April 5, 6
and 7 at 8:00 p.m.

K enyon Film Society
One of the most common tropes in film is the con man. We find
them fascinating as the people who can pull the wool over our eyes and
get away with it. Whether they’re despicable, charming or both (usually
both), they’re always compelling. This week, the Kenyon Film Society
honors some famous cinematic shysters.
Con Man Week
Friday, April 6 — The Town
One of the best-reviewed films of 2010, The Town follows the story
of four friends from Boston who rob a bank and try not to get caught.
It’s a simple concept, but one that works beautifully thanks to the fascinating cast of characters. Director and star Ben Affleck gives one of his
best performances to date as the leader of the robbers, struggling with
both his image of himself as a good guy and the shady actions that say
otherwise. The strongest performance is undoubtedly that of Jeremy
Renner (soon to be seen as Hawkeye in The Avengers), who was nominated for nearly every major award for his performance.

ELIZABETH BRAND

P.F. Kluge shows off his newest novel, which was released last week.
Nowadays, Kluge said, Saipan is a
haven for con men and gamblers who
are attracted to the island’s casinos.
Suggesting it suffers some of the same
problems as the contiguous states,
Kluge described the island as “the
hood ornament of the U.S.”
Nonetheless, these characteristics

have made for a gripping work of fiction, both to read and to hear.
“The event was not just a reading ... [Kluge] said that he can never
leave Saipan completely, and that is
why he wrote a book about it,” audience member Celine Aenelle-Rocha
’15 said.

Saturday, April 7 — The Talented Mr. Ripley
Nominated for five Oscars, The Talented Mr. Ripley follows a young
man named Tom Ripley (Matt Damon) with a knack for lying and impersonating. When a wealthy man mistakes him for someone else and
asks him to look after his irresponsible son (Jude Law), the talented Mr.
Ripley gets a chance to make it big. As he enjoys his opulent lifestyle,
Ripley takes drastic measures to ensure he doesn’t have to go back to
his ho-hum life. The story of deceit received much critical acclaim, including a four-star review from Roger Ebert, and features an outstanding cast that includes Damon, Law, Gwyneth Paltrow, Cate Blanchett,
Philip Seymour Hoffman, Philip Baker Hall and Jack Davenport. Director Anthony Minghella puts together a beautifully-paced film that
has earned its place as a hallmark of classic American cinema.
Both screenings are at 7:30 p.m. in the KAC Theater. As always,
KFS screenings are free. We’ll see you there!
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Idiosyncratic Spelling Bee Revels in Music, Laughs
PAIGE SHERMIS
Brave Potato Productions’ performance of The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee not only stood
out from the crop of shows staged
this spring, but also set the bar skyhigh for future musical performances
at Kenyon. Robbie Sellers ’14 directed deftly, and the show burst with
manic energy.
The popular and acclaimed 2005
Broadway show originated from the
short play C-R-E-P-U-S-C-U-L-E by
Rebecca Feldman, with book by Rachel Sheinkin and music and lyrics by
William Finn. Spelling Bee played in
the Black Box Theater this past weekend.
To play the marvelously idiosyncratic cast of characters — six pubescent spellers and three bizarre adult
supervisors — the actors shed any
and every trace of vanity.
The acting across the board left
little to be desired. On the hammier
side, Miles Purinton ’12 chewed the
scenery deliciously as aggressive nerd
William Barfée (pronounced barFAY, he scoffed repeatedly). Rosie
Ouellet ’15 also went for broke as
politically hyperaware 10-year-old
Logainne Schwartzandgrubenniere
(her surname being a portmanteau
of her two controlling fathers’ respective last names), complete with a sur-

prisingly consistent and not-unpleasant lisp and bizarre hairdo.
Rounding out the kookier performances were Issa Polstein ’15,
who, as the spelling-announcer vice
principal, channeled a disturbed Frasier Crane; Charlie Collison ’15 as
hormonally-ridden former spelling
bee champ Chip Tolentino; Erich
Slimak ’15 as the community serviceperforming comfort counselor with
a heart of gold; and Taylor Hartwell
’14 as the sweetly ditzy, cape-wearing
Leaf Coneybear. All were clearly caricatures, but none of the actors strayed
across the vital boundary that separates hilarity from insufferability.
To balance out these characters
were three more subtle, yet still
richly drawn, performances. Perry
Minella ’14 exuded quiet sadness as
super-overachiever Marcy Park. Lillian Spetrino ’15, as spelling bee host
Rona Lisa Peretti, simultaneously
projected cheery nostalgia over her
past win and concern for the children
in this year’s bee. Finally, Christine
Prevas ’15 sparkled as neglected Olive
Ostrovsky, both when laying down
unexpected one-liners and when delivering a heartbreaking lament with
the imagined figures of her absent
parents.
The plot was character-driven,
and considering the personalities involved, this focus was certainly a posi-

tive aspect.
At its core, the musical consisted
of a spelling bee peppered with flashbacks, outbursts and outrageously
energetic musical numbers. Most of
the contestants have unique ways of
spelling their words, and the actors
displayed no shame in their exaggerated portrayals. Purinton as Barfée
generated big laughs with his “Magic
Foot,” vigorously spelling out each
assigned word with violent kicking.
Hartwell’s gentle Coneybear had no
idea how to spell while conscious but
was a spelling grand master while in a
trance-like state.
Sellers’ direction should not pass
without comment. During every moment on the tiny stage, line-reading
and emotion seemed calculated and
precise, but still effortless and fun.
It is hard to commend one of the
relatively small crew without noting the hard work of the others. Still,
the madcap choreography of Phoebe
Rotter ’14 and the jaunty piano accompaniment by Jaime Cohen ’15
were not only highlights, but also
crucial to the success of the show as
a whole.
My primary qualm with the show
was the unevenness in vocal performance quality; the energy with
which the songs were delivered, however, negated this complaint almost
completely. In addition, the Black

DAVID HOYT

Erich Slimak ’15 bids goodbye to audience participant Visiting Assistant
Professor of Classics Thomas Garvey.
Box seemed ill-suited to cater to the
large crowds of people interested in
seeing the show; a larger venue probably would have been a more prudent

choice.
Silly and colorful, sweet and jubilant, the ingredients of Brave Potato’s
latest show certainly spelled success.

Baldwin: A Repeat Success McSweeney’s Art Director
Showcases Eclectic Design
MOLLY BONDY

Nat Baldwin, bassist for
the indie band the Dirty
Projectors, really likes
playing at Kenyon — at
least enough to return to
the Horn Gallery for the
second year in a row.
Baldwin played this past
Saturday to a slightly less
crowded audience than last
year, most likely due to the
simultaneously-scheduled
Shock Your Mom party.
Nevertheless, Baldwin’s
performance was definitely
not affected by the more
intimate crowd.
Baldwin, on a solo tour right
now, plays the upright
bass while singing original
compositions. Though in
some ways his own music is
reminiscent of the complicated and innovative melodies present in Dirty Projector songs. His use of just
his voice and bass to create
sound immediately simplifies the composition.
Baldwin clearly has
had classical training and
is astoundingly talented
at the bass. His music
blends jazz, classical and
experimental riffs that,
all together, sound totally
new. While his solo work
is pleasant to listen to, it
also requires some work,
like the Dirty Projectors,
because Baldwin does not
simply lay his songs out
on a platter. Rather, one

JANE MERKER

ALLY SCHMALING

Nat Baldwin’s classical training on the bass allowed for a
stunning mixture of jazz, classical and experimental sounds.
must decipher, follow and
actively participate in the
music to fully appreciate it.
In many ways, such active listening is why Baldwin is so wonderful live.
He asked the audience to
sit down, creating an atmosphere of focused attention. Baldwin himself exhibits great concentration
while performing. Like
any great performer, he becomes so immersed in the
music that both he and the
large bass swing back and
forth.

Baldwin is currently
working on his next solo
album, which he said
would probably be released
in 2015. This announcement brought moans from
an audience that was loving his new work. Luckily,
there are a series of YouTube videos featuring the
artist playing a few of these
new songs, including “In
the Hollows.”
Hopefully, Baldwin will
agree to return a few more
times; his concerts are never a disappointment.

As art director of offbeat, ultra-hip publishing
house McSweeney’s, Brian
McMullen came to Kenyon College prepared to
challenge students’ perceptions about the stereotypically stodgy publishing industry.
McMullen is principally in charge of the layout and design of McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern.
Additionally, McMullen
is responsible for generating the cover art for the
publishing house’s books,
journals and other magazines.
During his presentation, McMullen discussed
his experiences with McSweeney’s and Quarterly
Concern’s future prospects,
emphasizing its eclectic
role in the literary world.
He also praised the
publishing house for its
close relationship with its
authors.
“Most authors don’t
even see the cover art for
their novels before [they
are] published,” McMullen said.
At McSweeney’s, however, authors always have
a direct say in the overall
design of their works, conferring with McMullen on

page size, typography and
graphic art.
As art director, McMullen’s primary task is ensuring the general public will
be interested in the content of a publication based
solely on its cover art. He
also strives for readers to
“hold and keep” a McSweeney’s publication, appreciating its design.
For instance, the recent publication Grantland, which features contributions from ESPN’s
sports-commentary site of
the same name, has a pliable, basketball-textured
cover. In a similar vein,
some published editions of
the script for Spike Jonze’s
film adaptation of Where
The Wild Things Are were
covered in faux fur.
The latest edition of
McSweeney’s
Quarterly
Concern, inspired by a
short film produced by
Jonze in which robots have
computers for heads, is appropriately contained in a
cube with a head printed
on it. This idea originated
from Jonze’s unused design
for the film’s DVD cases.
McMullen characterized McSweeney’s as an
“environment for creativity.”
“We can figure out what
we want to do,” McMullen

said, adding that no inhouse idea goes neglected
by the publishing house’s
upper staff.
Responding to a student inquiry on McSweeney’s survival in the current struggling economy,
McMullen suggested the
publishing house’s name
recognition has helped
maintain its position and
continued success.
McMullen also offered
advice about the publishing world in general, recommending that anyone in
the audience interested in
publishing should be “figuring out what you want
out of it, what will be of
service to you and what the
culture of the workplace
will be like.”
In addition to his work
with the quarterly magazine, McMullen is also
spearheading a new sector of McSweeney’s that
features strictly children’s
books. Another developing project at McSweeney’s
is Lucky Peach, a culinary
quarterly created by David
Chang of the restaurant
Momofuku.
In his talk, McMullen
attributed part of his success to Kenyon, where, as a
high school student, he attended a color theory class
sponsored by the College.
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Eye
of the

Entertainer
The Lerangis family
proves that you don’t have
to be the cast of a musical
comedy to periodically
break out into four-part
harmonies around the
house. The music doesn’t
stop there, either: the
four vocalists occasionally perform together
in New York, especially
around Christmas.
What is surprising is
that, after being raised
in such a talented household, Joe Lerangis ’12
began to study classical
voice only when he came
to Kenyon.
“Every single person
in my immediate family
— my mom, my dad and
my brother — was at one
point a musical director
of an a cappella group, so
everyone’s got a keen ear
for harmonies,” Lerangis
said.
Lerangis is from “New
York City, born and
raised,” he said. He is a
music and modern languages and literature
double major, with a concentration in Asian studies.
His interest in Asia
and Chinese will pay off
after graduation: Lerangis received a fellowship
to study international
politics at Nanjing University in China.
“It’s a joint program
between Johns Hopkins
University and Nanjing,
where I would be in Nan-

“

My friends who go to Chamber Singers
or Kokes concerts often remark that I’m
just grinning like an idiot. I have so much
fun combining forces with really talented
people.
Joe Lerangis

jing the whole time and
all my coursework would
be in Chinese,” Lerangis
said. “Some of the curriculum and the professors
would be English, so I
would get a cross-cultural
perspective on Chinese
politics.”
Over his four years
at Kenyon, Lerangis has
participated in numerous
activities, serving as musical director of the Kokosingers and president
of the Chamber Singers.
Lerangis is also a vocalist
and sometimes pianist for
Detroit Groove, the Motown band, which he said
is fun.
“I get to sort of let my
hair down — the little
that I have,” he said.
Lerangis has dabbled
in acting at Kenyon as
well, and he is a member of KCDC. He participated in a main stage
show his first year, the
dance concert his sophomore year and is currently
preparing for Icarus and
Aria. He is a Discrimination Advisor, which has
given him extra responsibilities as a senior.
“If you’re a senior, [be-

“

CATHERINE WEITZEL

ing a DA] entails a little
more … stepping up and
running things like lectures and discussions and
forums,” Lerangis said.
He is also the cofounder of the Queer
Men’s Society on campus.
Lerangis’ senior voice
recital was March 31 and
showcased a variety of
musical styles.
“[I did] oratorio, which
is a sacred opera, if you
will, then an aria from
an opera by Mozart, Don
Giovanni,” Lerangis said.
“Then [I did] French art
songs and German art
songs, which are sort of a
romantic, classical style.
Then I move into spirituals, with a lot of cool
arrangements of black
spirituals from the South
that are just hauntingly
beautiful. My last set is
musical theatre, both traditional and musical theatre that has evolved into
jazz standards.”
Lerangis’
strong,
steady voice captured
emotion and melody
throughout the concert.
Though the songs differed in genre and era,
Lerangis gave a stunning

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Summer Storage
Convenient Storage
5’x10” unit or 10”x10” $25.00 per month
Secure locks provided.
Call now and we will save a unit for you.

Office phone: 740-393-1119
Cell phone: 740-398-2705

500 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 43050

CHARLOTTE WOOLF

Joe Lerangis ’12 is the musical director for the Kokosingers and the president of the Kenyon
College Chamber Singers. In addition, he is a vocalist and pianist for Detroit Groove, the
Motown band, and performs with his family, all of whom are vocalists.
performance for each.
“I’m trying to cover all
my bases,” he said of the
variety.
Though he is capable
of solo performance, Lerangis said he prefers performing in a group.
“My friends who go
to Chamber Singers or
Kokes concerts often re-

mark that I’m just grinning like an idiot,” he
said. “I have so much fun
combining forces with really talented people.”
Lerangis isn’t the only
one enjoying himself,
judging by the size of
the audiences generally
seen at Kokosingers and
Chamber Singers conPAID ADVERTISEMENT

certs. Kenyon’s close-knit
campus community certainly contributes to the
popularity of vocal performance, Lerangis said.
“I love the fact that
Kenyon is so small and
I can easily get a ton of
people to come to my recital, and they’re all there
to support me.”
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Who is the Typical Kenyon Student?

by Jane Simonton

A

s Kenyon students, we rarely escape the Gambier bubble. When
we’re surrounded by Kenyon all the time, it’s easy to forget that
what seems normal to us may garner different reactions from outsiders.
“Gambier is so isolated that it’s easy to forget that outside of
[the] Kenyon community, people don’t spend their days reading and
discussing Rousseau while clad in flannel and tight jeans,” Leah Hindel
’15 said.
While this might be one student’s idea of the typical Kenyon student, ideas vary among students and non-students. To
figure out the Kenyon student body’s reputation, we interviewed students at other Ohio schools and have compiled
for you the “stereotypical Kenyon student,” according to
our peers.

“

“

All I know about Kenyon is that there is less
going on there than in this small, little town
(of Wooster).”

Upper class, mainly city, elite kids who
ended up quite literally in the middle of
cornfields in Ohio. Preppy, or trying to
be hipster. Generally more athletic. Funny rituals, such as avoiding a seal on the
floor that is probably the most inconveniently placed I’ve ever seen: in the front
of one of the most widely used doors on
campus (Peirce). Much more conservative than Oberlin — mainly traditionally,
but also politically. When I think of Kenyon, I think of English, politics, Middle
Path and a huge-ass athletic center that
just looks out of place compared to the
beauty of the rest of campus. Amish ...
[it’s] very Amish around Kenyon.

“

—Cassie Ahrens, Oberlin College ’15

— Kerrigan Dopp, Denison University ’12

“

— Joelle Lingat, Oberlin College ’15

“
“

“

[Kenyon students] might be
more artsy and quirky, but
not in a bad way.

We see [Kenyon] as rivals. We are
two schools that are academically
focused and care about our sports.

“

I heard Kenyon’s more
conservative than
Oberlin, but then
again, it’s Oberlin and
that isn’t really too
difficult to achieve.
Other than that, I
don’t know too much
about it, although I
hear they’re awesome at parties and wear polos.

“
“

“

— Maria Janasz, College of Wooster ’14

“

Pretty much the general consensus on
Kenyon is that you have fantastic academics and the campus is in the middle of
nowhere but reminds people of Hogwarts.
Your swim team is a little on the godly side
of life.
— Jordan Bernstein, Ohio Wesleyan University ’15

— Ani Mutafova, Denison University ’12

Illustration by Nicholas Anania
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Looking Through the Glass: A Peek Into the Bullseye’s Past
While the DKEs will lose the bullseye next year, the
room holds a long and illustrious history.
SARAH LEHR
It’s Friday night and
you’re headed to Old Kenyon for a party. A light
on in the Delta Kappa Epsilon (DKE) “bullseye,”
visible from Middle Path,
beckons you.
The DKE bullseye is a
room on the top f loor of
Old Kenyon’s west wing.
The bullseye, named for
its circular window, is one
of two bullseyes in Old
Kenyon; the other belongs
to the Alpha Delta Pi fraternity.
Because of a hazing incident, the DKEs will lose
the bullseye triple and
three singles for a oneyear probationary period,
beginning fall 2012.
The
room
figures
prominently in the history
of the Kenyon DKEs, and
DKE history is indeed illustrious.
The Kenyon DKEs
constructed the first fraternity lodge in the nation
in 1854, paying the total
$50 cost for the materials out of members’ own
pockets.
The DKEs of 1854 purposefully built their lodge
a mile away from any other dwelling to allow for secrecy.
Plaster of paris coated
the inside of the lodge’s
walls and its windows and

doors were padded, “so
that not a sound of what
transpired at those secret
meetings might escape,”
according to a 1940 article
in the American Journal
of Antiques.
When the DKE lodge
was
mysteriously
destroyed in 1874, suspicions
fell on the Psi Upsilons.
A 1970 DKE publication
contends that the DKEs
actually razed their own
lodge because the building proved susceptible to
raiding by other fraternities, especially the Psi
Upsilons, who the DKEs
described, in the 1970
publication, as “intensely
jealous.”
Rev. [first name unknown] Magee said that
the DKEs provoked the
Psi Upsilon raids and that
the Psi Upsilons later returned the documents, including the DKE charter,
that they stole.
The DKEs, in the
1970s, wrote about Magee’s version of the events,
“It seems incredible that
a man of the cloth could
so distort the case (and
perhaps not so incredible
when one considers that
Magee was a Psi U [Psi
Upsilon], after all!).”
The DKEs, in 1905,
suffered a much greater
loss than the destruction
of their original lodge.

Students

Asha McAllister ’15

Stuart Pierson 1909, a
DKE pledge whose father
was a DKE, died after being hit by a train on the
Kokosing tracks.
Many say that, believing that no train would
come, the DKEs tied Pierson to the tracks as part of
a hazing ritual.
The DKEs at the time
said that Pierson was not
tied and that he simply
fell asleep on the tracks.
Pierson, according to lore,
still gazes out of the bullseye window, in the hopes
of glimpsing the train that
killed him.
Further tragedy stuck
Kenyon in 1949. A fire
started in Old Kenyon
at 3:35 a.m. on Feb. 27.
Within two hours, the
fire destroyed the whole
building, excluding the
thick external walls.
Nine students died in
total. Two of these men
died after jumping 40 feet
from the second story, one
died after being carried
out of the building and six
bodies were found later
in the ruins. Burns and
shock hospitalized two
students.
No DKEs died in the
fire. The fire did destroy
the entire West wing, including the bullseye. The
center of DKE social life
then shifted temporarily from the bullseye to

DAVID HOYT

The bullseye has been part of the Delta Kappa Epsilon legacy since the destruction of their
lodge in 1874. Next year, however, the DKEs will lose the bullseye.
a lounge known as the
“Beck Room.”
The College reconstructed Old Kenyon and
DKEs moved back into
the west wing and their beloved bullseye in 1951. A
DKE publication, known
as the Lambda DKE
chronicled the DKEs re-

Eric Snyder, Visiting
Professor of Philosophy

Gracie Donley ’14

occupation in 1951.
“It was a little bit
strange to get used to living in the west wing at
first … [in order to fireproof the building] the
contractor made all [the]
f loors out of asphalt tile,
all door jambs and stairwell doors out of steel,

Toby Uecker, Assitant
Director of Housing
and Residential Life

and tiled all corridors.
The net effect was a
very cold, hospital-like
appearance,” wrote the
Lambda DKE. “After the
application of numerous
beer stains and cigarette
burns the place began to
feel more like home. So
much for the new rooms.”

Fac/Staff
Fac/Staff
Totals so far:
Students: 93
Faculty: 99

Gambier
Grillin’

Vs

Which Kenyon professor is best
known for his ghost tours?

Professor Shutt

Professor Shutt

I have no idea.

Tim Shutt

Timothy Shutt, Professor
of Humanities

Which book series recently released
its adapted film, which set a revenue
record for a non-sequel?

The Hunger Games

The Hunger Games

The Dr. Seuss Movie

The Hunger Games

The Hunger Games

What is the title of P.F. Kluge’s new
book?

I know what the cover
looks like.

I don’t know.

I have no idea.

Alma Mater

The Master Blaster

Which pop boy band was brought
together by the mentorship of Simon
Cowell?

One Direction

One Direction

U2

Backstreet Boys

One Direction

Which TV culinary star has recently
been diagnosed with type two
diabetes?

Bobby Flay

Emeril

Gary Oldman

Paula Deen

Paula Deen

Total Correct

3

3

0

3

By Julie France
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Garlic Mustard Pesto Brunch Invades the Parish House
JULIE FRANCE
The best way to eradicate an
invasive species, at least from an
epicurean perspective, is to eat it.
The Land Lords and People
Endorsing Agrarian Sustainability (PEAS) tackled the
problematic abundance of garlic
mustard at Kenyon by holding
an entire brunch devoted to devouring this invasive plant. This
brunch took place Saturday,
March 31 from 10:30 a.m. to
2:00 p.m. at the Parish House.
The six-dollar meal consisted of
the main attraction, garlic mustard pesto penne pasta, as well
as venison meatballs and lemonade.
The Land Lords did not
originally intend to host an
event like this, but it was a successful fundraiser for them, according to Land Lords Founder
and Co-President Nina Hamilton ’12.
“[We] started out mostly just
removing invasive species at the
BFEC,” Hamilton said. “But we
were trying to branch out and do
something a little more creative
and raise a little more money.”
Not all invasive plants are as
easy to deal with as garlic mustard, however.
“Raising awareness of the
bigger issue [of invasive species]
is important because they’re ev-

MADELEINE THOMSPON

Land Lords and People Endoring Agrarian Sustainability (PEAS) collaborated on a garlic mustard pesto brunch this past
weekend to help raise awareness about the presence of invasive species like garlic mustard.
erywhere,” Hamilton said. “It’s
not just garlic mustard. That just
happens to be a tasty one.”
Increased awareness of invasive species would help solve the
problem, Land Lords Co-President Graham Sorenson ’12 said.
“A lot of people don’t realize
that buying a plant at Lowe’s can
have a huge impact on the environment,” Sorenson said. “It’s

really important that you know
what’s invasive and what that
means for the environment.”
The brunch did not limit itself to invasive plants, as venison
meatballs were a reminder of invasive animals.
“Deer, like garlic mustard,
have just taken over; they are
way overpopulated,” Hamilton
said. “They destroy people’s gar-

dens, but they also really change
the dynamics in the forest
around here.”
Given the abundance of
garlic mustard in this area, this
brunch has become an annual
event. Last year, the Land Lords
collaborated with the Kenyon
Food Co-Op and hosted about
30 guests for their debut of the
garlic mustard pesto brunch.

This year, with the help of
the PEAS’ advertising specialization, the brunch brought in
47 people, making $206.
PEAS Co-President Ally
Young ’14 said the Land Lords
struck up a deal with PEAS to
help facilitate the event.
“[Land Lords] asked [PEAS]
this year if we could help mainly
with ... people power, but also

advertising,” Young said.
The PEAS hope to collaborate more with the Land Lords
in the future as well.
“[I]t’s really fun when you
can find two like-minded
groups ... and it’s more effective,”
Young said.
The brunch was philanthropic for both groups: all the
money made from the brunch
went towards funding BFEC
field trips for schools that underwent budget cuts.
“We started raising money
for that cause last semester when
we did our buckeye bake sales
around Halloween,” Hamilton
said. “Our buckeye funds [allowed] a third grade class from
Fredericksburg [to visit the
BFEC].”
The environment and local school groups were the clear
benefactors of the brunch, but
hungry students also left satisfied.
“It was delicious. I picked
[the mustard] last week and I
was surprised how something
that was just a weed could be
part of an amazing dish,” said
Land Lords member Claire
Brautigam ’15.
“It’s a great idea to eat invasive species,” Logan Bialik ’15
said. “It kills two birds with
one stone — what a sustainable
attitude.”

RateMyProfessors.com: Cyberbullying Affects Professors
JULIE FRANCE
“DANGER!!! INDOCTRINATION ALERT!!”
“Mayday, Mayday!! Red
Alert — Prepare for crash landing!! Use your seat as a flotation
device! This prof is engaged in a
form of mental torture of … students. No amount of prep will
help you with … exams. Too late
to bail out. We’re all toast.”
“The one boil on my Kenyon experience. This [professor]
was the worst — best thing they
ever did was get rid of her.”
The above are snippets of
particularly vicious RateMyProfessors.com ratings that
students have bestowed upon
Kenyon professors. Such sentiments raise the question of
whether professors actually
consult the site, and, if so, how
it affects them.
Professor of Psychology
Sarah Murnen said the brutality and frankness on the site can
take a toll on professors who
choose to read their reviews.
Murnen herself received a 4.2
out of five on the website.
“The thing is, [it’s] hard [on a

RATEMYPROFESSORS.COM

An example of a particularly scathing (and incorrectly spelled) review of a Kenyon professor, taken from Nov. 6, 2010.
professor] to get a negative evaluation,” Murnen said.
Negative evaluations stem
from students’ emotions, not
the knowledge they gained, according to Associate Professor
of Biology Wade Powell, who is
currently scored at 4.6.
“[Students are] probably
franker [on the site] because
they know [professors] don’t
use it. It addresses some of these
intangible things that are probably important to students and
their lifestyle and happiness,
but don’t necessarily address
whether or not they learned
anything from the course,”
Powell said.
Murnen agreed that RateMyProfessors.com is generally

Correction
The article “Students Commemorate History of Bexleys
With Art” (March 29) incorrectly stated Alex Borkowski
’13 as class year 2012. Also, the article incorrectly spelled the
name and misidentified the class year of Ferrell Garramone
’13. The Collegian regrets these errors.

used more to assess personalities
of professors than to gauge how
much students learned.
“I found [it] kind of distressing … when people looked at
the contents of the comments
on RateMyProfessors.com and
tried to analyze those,” Murnen
said. “Even though a lot of them
are really positive, they deal
more with characteristics of the
instructor. Students don’t talk a
lot about what they learned in
the course.”
A study done by the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire in
November of 2011 compared
students who had used RateMyProfessors.com and then actually took a class with the rated
professor and the students who
had not.
According to Murnen’s
summary, RateMyProfessors.
com had a bigger impact on students than teachers in this situation.
“What [the study] found is
that those who read the rating
and then went to the class felt

like they had more control over
their grade in the class,” Murnen said.
Reading ratings beforehand may give students notions
about professors that taint their
perception of them, according
to Murnen.
“If you go into a class thinking, ‘This professor is going to
be cold and inaccessible,’ you
might behave towards that person in a way that elicits more of
that behavior,” Murnen said.
Although students may be
harming professors’ self-esteem,
Murnen admits that certain
students may see it as a valuable
way to ensure they can tailor
their education to get the most
for their money.
“I do understand that students who are paying a lot for
their education ... want to get a
good experience, but it would
be nice to have a little more focus on what students are actually learning,” Murnen said.
The Wisconsin study demonstrated overall a high correla-

tion between course evaluations
from a professor’s respective
school and the rating on the
site. Because of this finding,
Murnen doesn’t think students
need to use RateMyProfessors.
“I don’t think students really need RateMyProfessors,”
Murnen said. “You know, it’s
a small environment and students talk to each other. You
can pretty much tell by course
enrollment sometimes what
is going on with somebody’s
course.”
Powell agreed that RateMyProfessors is not useful. “I’m
aware of what [RateMyProfessors.com] is, but it’s not something that I would ever use to
think about what I’m doing in
the classroom and whether or
not it works,” Powell said.
Professor of American Studies Peter Rutkoff, who scored a
4.6, went as far as to deem the
service purposeless.
“I thought [the website] was
irrelevant and still do,” Rutkoff
said.

In light of the recent Princeton Review survey that ranked
nine Kenyon professors among
the top 300 in the nation, it
seems that Kenyon professors
as a whole need not worry about
their ratings on a website.
In addition, Powell said
RateMyProfessors.com does a
poor job of judging educators’
aptitude.
“What I’m interested in,
mainly, is knowing whether
or not the activities that I do
and the assignments that I give
over the course contribute to
students meeting the learning
goals of the course. My understanding is that that’s not what
RateMyProfessors is about,”
Powell said.
What RateMyProfessors.
com is about, Powell said, is giving students an excuse to adopt
more vindictive versions of
themselves.
“Something about being
online seems to enable, if not
encourage, people to behave
badly,” Powell said.
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Olympics: Three Kenyon Swimmers Qualify for Trials
continued from page 1

rank among the top two in their
respective events — or the top
six in one of Turk’s events, the
100-meter freestyle — they
will go to London this summer
with the United States Olympic
swimming team.
“It would be fantastic and
amazing and absolutely insane if I
made the games themselves,” Saiz
said. “It feels so weird to say that.
Every little kid dreams about it.
‘I’m going to go to the Olympics,
Mommy!’ Something like one
percent of athletes ever make the
games.”
The last time Kenyon swimming qualified a swimmer for
the Olympic trials was in 2008,
when Andrejs Dūda ’06 went on
to represent Latvia at the Games
in Beijing. He and Agnese Ozolina ’04 both swam in the 2004
Olympics in Athens, Greece,
placing 53rd and 43rd, respectively.
Both Turk and Somers qualified for the 50-meter freestyle
the day after nationals. Turk also
qualified for the 100-meter free,
which “has more opportunity
because they take relays, so six
swimmers go to the Olympics
in the 100,” Turk said. “I felt like
the 100 would be better for the
chance factor.”

Assistant Women’s Swimming Coach Haley Mitchell said,
“[Turk and Somers] got the cuts
at the time trial after the championship. David was under it by a
few tenths and Zach was under it
by almost a whole second, which
is incredible. Zach got the 100
cut and he smashed that as well.
He was so laid back and humble
and … when he finished, he kind
of smiled and went on with the
day.”
Turk said it was challenging
to compete so soon after nationals. “It was difficult because we
were obviously exhausted from a
four-day meet and the rest of the
team left,” Turk said.
Somers said, “I didn’t really
think about it because it was so
soon after the meet … I’m not
excited yet because I’m still catching up on schoolwork, but I think
this week or next week it’s going
to hit me.”
Saiz qualified a week after
Turk and Somers, at the Indianapolis Grand Prix. Saiz swims
the 200-meter butterfly. “It’s
been four or five years since the
last time I swam the 200-meter
butterfly, so it was hard,” Saiz
said. “So I didn’t make it the first
go around and I’d already signed
up for the Indianapolis Grand
Prix … and so then I got up and
I swam that time trial. I finished

AMELIA ARMSTRONG

After a standout career for the Lords, David Somers ’12 will participate in the Olympic trials in June in Omaha, Neb.

and I thought it felt too easy.”
Saiz came in almost two seconds
under the cut for trials, at 2:14.54.
“Hannah’s really fun to
coach,” Mitchell said. “She’s just
somebody who loves to swim.
Nobody would ever doubt that.
She always does extra after practice. We weren’t surprised she got
the cut, but she was two seconds
under cut, which was a phenomenal swim.”
Assistant Men’s Swimming
Coach Kyle Berg looks forward

to continuing training with
Somers, Turk and Saiz. “Outside
of our traditional season we are
not typically able to coach our
athletes, so it will be a real treat in
that we’ll be able to monitor their
training a little more closely,” he
said. “So we’ll look at … what
they were successful at this season and what they did at nationals, and we’ll hope to take some
of those great pieces of their races
and help them turn that into successful races at trials.”

Lords Baseball Wins at Wooster
for the First Time Since 1985
NINA ZIMMERMAN
The last time the Lords won a game
at the College of Wooster, the Soviet
Union still existed and current Kenyon students were not alive. This past
Saturday, March 31, the Lords won in
Wooster for the first time since 1985,
beating the Fighting Scots by a score of
8-5 in game one of an afternoon doubleheader. The Lords went on to win three
out of the four games that weekend,
marking the first time the Lords have
won a series at Wooster in conference
history.
Given Wooster’s national reputation
as “one of the winningest programs in
Division III history,” according to Head
Coach Matt Burdette, the wins should
steer the Lords in the right direction.
“When you think of Division III national powers, [Wooster is] coming off
of your tongue quickly,” Burdette said.
“They’re one of the powerhouses year in,
year out. This is a pretty significant step
to go up and win in that type of setting
and in that type of series.”
The win also had significance to
Burdette and to the team, according to
catcher Jack Graham ’12, since Burdette
himself is an alumnus of Wooster despite having coached the Lords for the
past 17 years.
“It felt great for us and it felt great for
the historical perspective, but it really felt
good because it’s something we wanted
to give Coach Burdette,” Graham said.
“We just wanted to go out there and give
him something that he’d never had before.”

Graham helped kick-start the Lords’
offense in historic game one. With
Wooster leading the Lords 2-0 in the
fourth inning, Graham smashed a threerun home run down the left field line to
give his team a 3-2 lead. Wooster fought
back, scoring two more runs in the bottom of the fourth to regain the lead.
An error by the Fighting Scots in the
top of the fifth led to back-to-back RBI
singles by Graham and Mike Danziger
’13, giving the Lords a 6-4 lead. Nate Lotze ’14 hit a two-run homer in the sixth
inning, giving the Lords the cushion
they needed and the final score of 8-5.
“The offense … was very opportunistic,” Burdette said. “When Wooster
made mistakes, we made them pay for
it.”
Tyler Dierke ’13, the lone upperclassman in the Lords’ four-man rotation,
pitched “one of the best games that he’s
ever thrown,” Graham said.
“He went out there and he just did
what a veteran ace is supposed to do,”
Graham said. “He threw every pitch for
strikes, he was confident, and he located
his fastball better than we’ve seen anybody do all season.”
Despite losing game two 8-1 on Saturday, the Lords came back on Sunday
to sweep the Scots, led by a pair of firstyear hurlers. In game one, Tim Krahn
’15 pitched six innings and struck out
seven Scots, while giving up one run.
The offense backed him up, with Lotze
clubbing another home run en route to
a 6-1 victory. Krahn’s solid pitching that
day later earned him the NCAC Pitcher
of the Week award for the second time

this season.
Mike Jeffers ’15 pitched the full seven innings in game two, which was cut
short by lightning, and the Lords won by
an identical score of 6-1. Burdette noted
the maturation process of his younger
players in such a crucial series.
“It was interesting and fun to watch
[the first years] sort of grow up at
Wooster, because it’s a tough environment to play in and a lot of tradition,”
Burdette said.
Despite the team’s youthful composition this season, much of their success
so far has come down to fundamental
unity, according to Graham.
“We’re dependent on guys who have
never played at the college level before
this year to go out there and get the job
done,” Graham said. “But with that said,
it’s a special year and we have a lot of potential, and I think that our success up to
this point speaks to our team cohesiveness.”
The Lords are next scheduled to face
Oberlin College in a pair of doubleheaders this Friday and Saturday in their first
home games of the season. Oberlin is just
ahead of the Lords in the division standings and the series should be interesting,
according to Burdette.
“Oberlin’s a pretty good team,” Burdette said. “We’re kind of rivals. Oberlin and Kenyon are sort of synonymous
in, you know, the higher-end academic
world and on the baseball field we mimic each other a lot. If either team gets an
upper hand this weekend winning the
series, that will go a long way into determining each other’s fate for sure.”

Head Women’s Swimming
Coach Jessen Book said, “I’m
very happy for and proud of David, Zach and Hannah … I think
that what’s wonderful about each
of those three individuals is their
passion for Kenyon College and
Kenyon swimming is so large.
They were major performers at
the NCAA championships …
this opportunity to qualify for
the Olympic trials was an added
bonus, and one they took full advantage of.”

Qualifying three swimmers
for Olympic trials is a testament
to Kenyon’s reputation and status as a small school with a big
swimming program, according
to Book. “This shows that there
are world-class level swimmers
competing at wonderful small
colleges like Kenyon and that you
can be highly successful in places
that are [a] little bit off the beaten
path, which I think is the kind of
the definition of Kenyon in and
of itself,” he said.

KAC Hosts Special
Olympics Event
ANNA DUNLAVEY
The Kenyon Athletic Center came
alive this past Sunday, April 1, as Kenyon athletes hosted an event for Special
Olympics athletes in Knox County.
The event, the first of its kind at Kenyon, grew out of a recent partnership
between the Special Olympics and
NCAA Division III. All Kenyon athletes without games for the day arrived
to participate.
The teams present were men’s and
women’s soccer, men’s and women’s lacrosse, men’s and women’s basketball,
men’s and women’s track, men’s and
women’s swimming, football, golf, volleyball and field hockey. The Lords and
Ladies taught the Special Olympians
about their respective sports and hosted
various activities to impart those lessons hands-on. For sports that would
be hard for the Special Olympians to
play, such as contact sports like football
and lacrosse, the athletes played different games — for example, the lacrosse
teams held a kickball tournament.
Athletes Crystal Piras ’12, Mary
Myers ’12, Morgan Korinek ’12, Katie
Adlam ’13 and Lianne Castile ’13 organized the event.
“All the Special Olympians had a lot
of fun, and you could tell,” Piras said.
“They were always smiling and giving
everyone hugs and high fives. I think the
Kenyon athletes all had fun too. Being
able to connect with someone on that
level through something that you love is
really powerful. You could see the happiness in everyone’s faces.”

The mission of the Special Olympics
is “to provide year-round sports training
and athletic competition in a variety of
Olympic-type sports for children and
adults with intellectual disabilities,” according to their website.
The NCAA addressed the recent
partnership on its website: “The purpose of the partnership is to improve
the lives of Special Olympics athletes
through their involvement with Division III student athletes and to foster
a mutual learning experience between
Division III student athletes and Special
Olympics athletes.”
“We have to decide whether we want
to make it every year around now, or if
we want to separate it into two times,
one in the fall and one in the spring,”
Adlam said. “The athletes who are not
in season during the fall would do one
in the fall, and the fall sports would do
one in the spring.”
Families of the Special Olympians
remarked on the kindness the Lords and
Ladies showed toward their assigned
athletes, as well as the personal attention
they gave each athlete, according to an
all-student email sent by Kris Hunter,
guardian of one of the participants. The
day culminated with an award ceremony where each athlete received a gold
medal and hugs from happy Olympians
and humbled Kenyon athletes. Overall,
the day notably affected Kenyon athletes, according to Lauren Kriete ’15.
“It was so nice to bring a smile to
their faces and experience their joy and
excitement,” Kriete said. “I am so glad I
got to be a part of such a special day.”
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Ladies Softball Splits Weekend Doubleheader Series
RICHARD PERA
The Kenyon softball team had a
busy weekend. First, it played two doubleheaders in two days with opposite
results. The Ladies swept Oberlin College on Saturday, March 31 but dropped
both games to Marietta College on Sunday, April 1. Finally, they suffered another doubleheader loss to Wittenberg
University this past Tuesday.
The Ladies’ first Saturday game
against the Yeowomen was a thriller. As
the Ladies went into the seventh inning
down 7-3, a four-run rally sent the game
to extra innings, where Kenyon walked
off with an 8-7 victory thanks to a single
into left field by Maddy Stark ’15.
“[We] came out a little sluggish but
picked it up in the later innings when we
needed to,” Head Coach Erin O’Neill
said. “It was exciting.”
Riding the momentum of the comeback victory earlier in the day, the Ladies
cruised to an easy 14-4 win in game two.
Jamie Samuel ’13 drove in four runs and
Stark went three for three with three
runs scored and an RBI. Kenyon mercyruled the Yeowomen, ending the game
in five innings largely thanks to a 10-run
second inning.
The series against Oberlin was the

WILFRED AHRENS

Molly Goolman ’14 plays second base for the Ladies and serves on a special advisory commission for the NCAC.
team’s first North Coast Athletic Conference competition of the year.
“They handled it pretty well,”
O’Neill said. “Sometimes the pressure
can build up, but once we relaxed, it really showed that every single person can
contribute to us winning.”
Kenyon traveled to Marietta College
on Sunday for a non-conference doubleheader. Although the Ladies played well

LORDS CRUSH OTTERBEIN

in game one, the Pioneers ultimately
won 5-1.
“A lot of things could have gone differently had we gotten those few momentum shifts,” O’Neill said. “We’re
just missing that ‘big hit’ from that person who puts it all together. I know we’ll
get it eventually. We just need to enjoy
the moment.”
The Pioneers trounced Kenyon 8-0.

No. 4 Men’s Tennis Takes Close
Match From Carnegie Mellon
SOPHIE SCHECHTER

ELIZABETH BRAND

The Lords lacrosse team obliterated the Otterbein University Otters in Gambier on Wednesday, April 4 by a score of 15-7. The team’s
record now stands at 7-2 overall and 1-0 in conference. The Lords are
next scheduled to take on Adrian College on April 11 back on McBride
Field.

—Nina Zimmerman

Kenyon managed just four hits off of
Pioneer pitcher Hazel Brogdon.
The Ladies played yet another series
on Tuesday, this time against Wittenberg, in the second NCAC series of the
season. Kenyon scored a total of 13 runs
over the course of the doubleheader but
lost both games by scores of 10-9 and
12-4, respectively. Game one was particularly discouraging for the Ladies,

as the team built a three-run lead going
into the seventh inning only to watch
the Tigers score four in the final frame to
secure them the victory.
Even after watching them lose four
of their last six games, O’Neill is pleased
with her team’s effort thus far.
“This is a great group of girls to
coach,” she said. “They work hard and
have great team chemistry. We’ve had
some games where we’ve had some lateinnings comebacks, which show their
fight and competitiveness. It’s encouraging for this season and the future.”
With just 16 games remaining in the
season, Kenyon (10-14, 2-4 NCAC) is
looking for a strong finish.
“We’re looking for a lot of wins,”
O’Neill said. “I have high expectations
and those aren’t going to change.”
Six of Kenyon’s final eight opponents
are NCAC foes, meaning that a playoff
spot is truly up for grabs. A quick winning streak could push the Ladies into
contention for the postseason.
“[We will do] whatever it takes,”
O’Neill said. “Whatever we have to do
[to] grind it out and be there in the seventh inning with a chance to win.”
The Ladies next face Ohio Wesleyan
University this Saturday, April 7 in a
doubleheader in Gambier.

The Kenyon Lords tennis team continued its impressive winning streak this
week, netting its seventh victory over a
nationally ranked team this past Sunday, April 1 against Carnegie Mellon
University.
As the Kenyon Lords were recently
ranked No. 4 in the nation, there were
more than egos riding on this match.
If they lost this game, it would be devastating to their No. 4 position. Since
they have risen so high in the rankings
this past year, that can also be said about
most of their matches from this point
forward.
“You can’t really think about [the
rankings],” Paul Burgin ’13 said. “You
just need to do whatever you can to put
your one point or two points on the
board. I wasn’t really nervous knowing
that this match would drastically affect
our overall ranking because every match
that we play has some sort of big ranking implication. So it was just another
match for us.”
The match was not expected to be
easy, but the Lords were the favored

team. When Kenyon went down 2-1 after doubles, onlookers were taken aback
because doubles are usually a strength
for the Kenyon men.
“Number two doubles played great,”
Burgin said. “They won 8-0, so you can’t
complain about that, but overall, doubles was a let-down.”
The Lords never skipped a beat and
did not waver in the face of a potential
loss.
“I wasn’t really nervous,” Michael
Razumovsky ’15 said. “I knew we were
a stronger team than Carnegie and that
even though we were down after doubles, we definitely had the ability to win
singles.”
Proving their confidence and
strength as a team, the Lords won the
necessary four out of six in their singles
matches.
At one and two singles, Burgin and
Razumovsky, respectively, won the first
two singles matches for Kenyon, each
in three nail-biting sets. Razumovsky,
who was part of the winning doubles
team along with C.J. Williams ’13, was
the only Kenyon Lord to win both his
matches.

Wade Heerboth ’15 at four and Tim
Rosensteel ’15 at five also took home
wins, bringing the Lords to the five
games necessary to win the match.
“Luckily, everyone had really good
focus in the singles, and we did what we
needed to do,” Burgin said.
“I don’t think the team played too
well, but all that matters is that we got
it done and came out with a ‘W’ at the
end of the day,” Razumovsky said. “We
fought hard, so that’s all that really matters.”
The match did have its outstanding
moments, including the 8-0 defeat in
two doubles.
“I would have to say that the best
moment of the match was our 8-0 victory over that number two team,” Williams said. “We racked up the two doubles against a solid team, so it was pretty
satisfying to get such a dominant victory
over them.”
The Lords finished their match 5-4
against Carnegie Mellon, solidifying,
for now, their position as the No. 4 team
in the nation.
The men play next on April 11, away
against Denison University.
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